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AIM, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
1. AIM AND SCOPE 
The basic aim being to review the various trends 
and developments in reprography and its use in libraries. 
I have tried to include a number of abstracts related to 
articles on the topic. This would definitely help in 
tracing out the earlier as well as recent trends in this 
area. 
The present work in the form of annotated 
bibliography is the result of a continuous and constant 
attempt of searching all significant literature available 
on "Reprographical activity and their utility in library 
services", a topic that has great and growing importance 
in the present era. Attempt has been made to cover at 
least all material available on the subject, specially in 
the field of library science. The topic of my work 
associated with reprographic services in libraries, 
including the various techniques and activities relateld 
to facsimile reproduction of document. 
The study includes 200 articles on the topic. 
Libraries Visited 
The primary sources were consulted in the following 
libraries at : 
(i) Maulana Azad Library, A.M.U. 
(ii) Department of Library & Information Science, A.M.U. 
(iii) Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 
(iv) Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre 
(INSDOC), New Delhi 
(v) Delhi University Library, Delhi. 
METHODOLOGY 
1. The secondary sources were consulted in Maulana Azad 
Library, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh to find out 
the location of the articles. These secondary sources 
are -
(a) Index India (Rajasthan University, Jodhpur) 
(b) Guide to Indian Periodical Literature (Delhi 
Library Association). 
2. The relevant bibliographical details were noted down on 
5"x7" cards following the ISI standards. 
3. After the completion of abstracts subject headings were 
alloted, and the cards were arranged in an alphabetical 
sequence (word-by-word). 
4. An alphabetical list of periodicals with their 
frequency and place of publication is also given. 
5. At the end of this bibliography two separate indexes, 
author index and title index are given along with entry 
number in the bibliographical part. 
Subjecting Heading 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive subject 
heading as much as possible, by natural language. Under 
same subject heading entries are arranged aphabetically 
using author names. This will help users to find out 
desired articles from this bibliography. 
Arrangement 
The entry begins with the Entry Element (i.e. 
Surname) of the authors in capitals, followed by the 
secondary Element (i.e. forename) inparenthesis, and then 
the title of the article, which is followed by the title 
of the periodical, its volume issue number, date of 
publication, after which, are given the pages inclusive 
notation of the articles. Each entry is then followed by 
an informative abstracts of the article. 
The items of the bibliographical reference for each 
entry of a periodical article are arranged as follows : 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
(g 
(h 
(i 
(J 
(k 
(1 
Serial number 
Name of the author/authors 
A full stop (.) 
Title of the article including subtitle, if any 
A full stop (.) 
Title of the periodical begin underlined. 
A full stop (.) 
Volxime number 
A comma ( , ) 
Issue number 
A semicolon ( ;) 
Year 
(m) A comma (,) 
(n) Month 
(o) A comma (,) 
(p) Date of publication 
(q) A semicolon (;) 
(r) Inclusive pages of the articles. 
Cs) A full stop (.) 
Sample Entry 
156. JONES (Graham). Progress in reflex copying : Diazo and 
after. The lib, assoc. record. 55, 1; 1953, Jan.; 10. 
Reflex copying equipment used until recently had 
two disadvantages, developing prints was laborious and the 
first print obtained was a negative. Modern equipment 
employs either diazo-sensitized photographic papers, 
without these limitations, or an improved form of the 
normal silver sensitized papers. 
Standard followed 
Care has been taken to strickly follow the rules and 
practicles of the Indian standards for Bibliographical 
Reference (IS 2381-196 3) to bring uniformity for the 
bibliographical reference throughout. Attempt has bleen 
made to give abbreviated form for the name of periodical. 
Abstract 
Informative abstracts are givens to help users in 
finding out these relevant subject matter. 
Indexes 
The index part contains an author index and a title 
index and the ISI rules for Alphabetical indexes are 
strickly followed for both the indexes. Each index guides 
to the specific entry or entries in the bibliography. It 
is hoped that they will be found very useful in 
consultation of the bibliography. 
ytt t% a dec ctio^d' 
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REPROGRAPHY 
The word Reprography was first used in 1954 as a 
generic term for all types of facsimile reproduction of 
documents, including in its scape processes and techniques 
associated with photocopying, microcopying, blue printing, 
electrocopying, thermocopying, dyeline reproduction etc. 
Before the invention of the printing press, 
reprography was still a method of duplication of documents 
and their acquisition. The manuscripts available in a 
particular library could be acquired by any other library 
or agency only by making their copy by manual transcription. 
At present reprography has many aspects and usages. Through 
microfilming we can condense the bulky archives and news 
papers and solve our storage problem. The graphic material 
which is rare or out of print can be procured in the form 
of fascimile reproduction of the original. The 
inter-library loan too has been facilitated by reprography 
because instead of parting with the original document 
(particularly periodical and serial publication) the 
relevant portion of the document can be sent on loan either 
as a fascimile reproduction or a xerox copy or its 
microcopy. There are publications, such as dissertations, 
which are brought out in limited editions only because of 
restricted demand. The micro reproduction has made it 
possible for the book trade to go in for the publishing of 
such documents. 
"Reprography" as a term, has recently gained inter-
national recognition as an accepted expression substituting 
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for "copying", "photocopying" and "reproduction". The term 
was first introduced at the First International Congress of 
Reprography, which was held in Cologne, Germany, in October 
1963. A better understanding of the term may be reached by 
examining its scope and its major characteristics that 
could be applied, generally, in all situations. Therefore, 
one can describe reprography as folows ; it includes 
"photocopying, microcopying, duplicating and in plant 
printing and it is general characterized by the small scale 
of its operations and the non-professional nature of its 
operatives". 
The first photographic process was invented in 1829 
by the French painter Louis Jacquos Mande Daguerre, who was 
able to produce photographic images on ioriized silver 
plates developed with mercury vapor. The use of the process 
in copying printed materials, however, started about 1914. 
The development of microphotography occurred almost with 
the introduction of photography. In 1852 Dancer was able to 
produce a transparent microphotograph, which is considered 
the "forerunner of the modern microfilm". 
In 1839 Albrecht Breyer, a Belgian medical student, 
invented reflectography for the specific purpose of copying 
pages of books. Reflectography, which didnot require the 
use of a camera, was an ideal method for manuscript copying 
and library work. The process is known today as the reflex 
and contact process. 
io 
By 1909 the photostatic process was need in many 
major libraries in Europe. The process went unnoticed in 
the Uniteld State until 1910. The photostat, a machine 
which could copy from books as well as unbounded material, 
was intended for office use. In 1911 the device was 
recommended for the government's use by President Taft's 
Commission on Economy and Efficiency. As a result many 
government agencies installed and used photostatic 
equipment. One of these agencies was the library of 
Congress. This was followed by the John Crerar Library, the 
New York Public Librlary, Connecticut State Library, 
Harvard University Library, and Princeton University 
Library. By 1929, 42 libraries in the United States owned 
and operated photostatic machines. 
While photostat was in use, advancements were being 
madle to untilize other methods of photocopying. In the 
1950s and 60s several useful methods of photocopying 
documents were introduced. 
Later the process was named "Xerography" , a Greek 
word for dry writing : copying without moist paper or 
chemicals. 
In 1950 Xerox machines were made available to the 
public. These machines were based on a manually operated 
process for making offset masters. In 1956 the company 
decided to produce an automatic copies. Despite the 
negative attitude toward the plan by outside consultants. 
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Haloid went on to produce a prototype machine. In 1960 the 
xerox 914 (named because of its ability to make copies upto 
9" by 14") was introduced. The xerox machine became an 
instant success. Other companies introduced other machines 
but none of them could match the one distinct advance of 
xerography : "a dry process which did not use chemicals or 
require special paper, and turned out writ copies of 
extremely high qualities". 
One can say, therefore, that xerography has changed 
the pattern of copying, and it is considered by many as a 
turning point in the field of copying. In addition, it 
introduced in one machine the capabilities of both a copier 
and a duplicator. 
Definitions : Describe the various definitions written by 
different author's or writers are as foollows : 
T.P. Saxena : "It signifies all the various activities 
and techniques associated with the fascimile reproduction 
of documents. Microfilm, microprint, photostat, reflex 
copy, xerography, thermofax, diazo, offset and other 
bewildering varieties of processes used for making copies 
of documents constitute reprography". 
H.Bose defines it "as a group of machenical devices 
whereby one or multiple copies of a document can be 
prepared through copying and duplicating processes. But 
reprography consists of not only devices but processes and 
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techniques also, and including not only mechanical but 
photographic, thermal and electrostatic processes too. 
Hawkin's definition is straight and simple- He 
defines reprography as "a term used to refer to the corpus 
of processes and methods used for both copying and 
uplicating documents". 
Reprography has also been described in still 
simpler terms as "in-house copying and duplicating as 
differentiated from printing". 
Origin : 
Reprography, a term of very recent origin which has 
not yet found place in most of the language dictionaries, 
includes various duplicating and copying methods. It 
signifies all the various activities and techniques 
associated with the facsimile reproduction of documents'. 
Originally coined about twenty five years ago in 
the Netherlands the term reprography still needs a semantic 
explanation. Authorities differ on the derivation of the 
term. To some librarians, this term derives its origin with 
the combination of two different techniques i.e. 
Reproduction and Photography which is current context seems 
quite appropriate. However, it appears more convincing the 
'Reprography' originated with the combination of two words 
'Reproduction' and 'Graphy'. According to Websters Seventh 
New Collegiate Dictionary : Reprography means 'facsimile 
reproduction of graphic matter'. Graphy as Webster's puts 
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it, denotes 'writing or representation in a manner or by a 
means or of a object e.g. phonography, photography, 
stenography' etc. 
Reprography, as it stands today, originates from 
the idea of making copies of the graphic process, concerned 
by a British astronomer Sir Wiliam Herschel in 1853. He 
observed that photography can be applied in making copies 
of the graphic material. His idea was tested and applied to 
'library copying method' only in 1912, when library of 
Congress and New York Public Library employed 'photostat' 
cameras for making copies of the documents. This marked the 
era of 'facsimile' reproduction of graphic material. An 
advanced stage was reached in photocopying technique when 
micro-photography was made possible for library material, 
in 1925, when Germany camera Leica was marketed; although 
microfilm had been produced in 187 0. 
Reprography and Information Communication 
Reprography plays an important role in the 
communication of information. The catalogue, 
bibliographies, indexes and indexing services inform seeker 
of information about most of the documents his subject of 
interest. The annotated bibliographies abstract and 
abstracting services helps a user to select those document 
which are more relevent to his research problems and which 
he must use. Such documents the user would demand to be 
made available to him physically, so that he may use them. 
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Now the documents demanded may not be available in the 
library which serves the user or these may be more then one 
user asking for the same document at the same time. It is 
not possible for any library to have all the documents 
available on a subject. Due to the limitation possible for 
any library to acquire multiple copies of the documents and 
place them in the hands of as many users as need them 
simultaneously. It is only through the reprographic 
services that a copy of the document can be had from any 
part of the world to be made available to the user. 
Historical Development 
Manual Writing : The need for making copies is probably as 
old as writing itself. Before introduction of mechanical 
reproduction, manual re-writing was extensively practised 
and has still not completely disappeared even today. The 
preparation of copies of original documents by writing them 
all over again is still prevalent in many offices, 
particularly in our law courts. 
The manual reproduction has its own limitations. It 
is laborious and time consuming. Every time a copy is to be 
made, the writing has to be done all over again. Inspite of 
these limitations, manual reproduction has two advantages : 
first, that it relquires simplest equipment - pen, ink and 
paper, and second, that an intelligent copymaker can 
condense a long winded text into a short one without any 
loss of clarity, which cannot be done by any modern 
reprographic technique. 
1 r. 
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Mechanical Reproduction : The history of mechanical 
reproduction can be traced as far back as the 6th century 
B.C. In Assyria, the text used to be engraved in reverse 
on the clay cylinders which were rolled over a slab of wet 
clay to reproduce copies of the text as required. During 
the 2nd century B.C., a unique system of mechanical 
reproduction was invented in China. A Han emperor got the 
entire Confucian classics engraved on stone slabs which 
were erected outside the gates of the state academy. Any 
scholar who wanted a copy could bring paper of his own, 
and after dampening it, press it well against the engraven 
text, and simply apply ink with a brush on the paper. The 
next was imediately reproduced as white latters on a black 
ground. There was no defacing of the in scriptions as the 
ink was applied to the paper and not on the stone. During 
the 7th century, Buddhist text was also reproduced in the 
same way and it continued till the 12th century. 
Photographic Reproduction : The photography could be 
applied to copying books and documents and could also 
reduce their contents to microscopic size was being 
considered and discussed by scholars even when photography 
was in its infancy. A Dubin scholar wrote in the Notes and 
Quarries about it and suggested that photographic copies 
of the title page could take the place of various entries 
in the library catalogue. Sir John Herschel wrote in the 
Athenium in 1853 that 'concentrated microscopic editions 
of works of reference - maps, atlases, logrithmic tables. 
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or concentration of pocket use of private notes and 
manuscripts, etc. and innumerable other similar 
applications are brought within the reach of any one's 
with a simple camera. 
Microfilming and pigeon post : The need to dispatch 
important messages so that they could not be intercepted 
was another factor which give impetus to the microphoto-
graphy. The news dispatches were photographically copied 
on tiny films and were conveyed by carrier pigeons under 
the nose of the Prussian army to Paris where they were 
read by projecting the image through a big gas lighted 
'magic lantern'. Each film measured 3x5 cm and contained 
116 pages in four, or three vertical columns. Eighteen of 
these strips, weighing one gram, were inserted in a 
feather quill and tried to the leg of the pigeon. Thus 
about 1,15000 microfilmed messages were flown to Paris by 
pigeon post. 
Reflex process : was discovered in 1839 by Albrecht 
Breyer, a German medical student. It was re-discovered by 
J.H. Player some 60 years later, and came to be known as 
player type after his name. This name has fallen into 
disuse now, and the process continues to be called reflex/ 
contact process. 
Microfiche : In 1906, Paul Otlet and Robert Goldschmidt 
contributed a paper to the Congress Internationale de la 
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Documentation. In this paper they advocated the- use of 
film sheet 7.5x12.5 cm for copying books and documents. 
They suggested that this film sheet could contain 7 2 pages 
of the original, along with the title and other 
bibliographic particulars of the book printed on the top 
which could be read with naked eye. This was amazingly 
like a modern microfiche. Some firms in Holland and France 
started manufacturing special microfiche cameras and 
reading equipment. At the initial stages, microfiche was 
more popular in Europe than elsewhere, but now it is 
getting popular all over the world, including the U.S.A. 
Microfilm : Edison of America invented 35 mm film in 1893 
and this made the microfilming possible. In 1910, Dr. 
Amamandus Johnson made the first microfilming camera in 
America, which could take 100 ft of unperforated film. In 
1928, George McCarthy, an officer of the New York Bank, 
also inventeld a microfilming camera for photographing 
bank cheques for detecting frauds and forgeries. This 
camera was first known as the 'checkograph' and later came 
to be known as the 'Recordak'. The invention of the Leica 
camera by Oscar Barnack, which used 35 mm double 
perforated film, gave much impetus to microfilming as it 
was very convenient to use. 
Microfilming during World War II : During World War II, 
microfilming was done extensively. Important documents 
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were kept at some safe place and their microfilms were 
consulted and used. Even letters were microfilmed to save 
weight and space in transport and were enlarged to 
original size at the destination. These were the 
'Acrgraph' and 'V Mail services, introduced in 1941 by 
the Allied powers. 
Microcard and Microprint : The microcard v^ as invented by 
Fremont Rider, Librarian of the Weslyan University in 1944 
to save about 9 2 to 96% of storage space. He has discussed 
the microcards in his book the scholar and the future of 
research libraries. 
The invention of microprint was announced by an 
Italian publisher, Albert Boni in 1939 but he had to wait 
till 1950 to begin his project because of the difficulties 
brought about by the second world war. 
1950 
Eversince the photostat machine was introduced in 
1910, there has been a steady progress in the field of 
reprography. During the World War I, diazo processes were 
developed. The year 1950 marked the beginning of a 
revolution in the field of reprography. During this very 
year. Diffusion Transfer Reversal (DTR), Thermofax and 
Xerography all were introduced commercialy. "The varifax 
was introduced in 1952, Electro-fax in 1954, Kalvar in 
1955, Electrolytic in 1957, Thermal diazo in 1963, Dual 
spectrum in 1963, Adherography and Dry silver both in 
1964". 
However^ all these processes have been virtually 
superceded by xerography, a dry electrostatic process 
suitable both for loose sheets and bound volumes. 
Xerography was discovered in 1938 by Chester Carlson of 
US. The equipment is also being manufactured in U.K. under 
the name of Rank Xerox since 1957. The xerox 914 copier 
which is capable of making multiple copies quickly and 
simply was introduced in 1959. It was followed by direct 
electrostatic units and high speed electrostatic copiers. 
The formation of the council for Micrography and Document 
Reproduction in 1961 under the auspices of the Library 
Association (U.K.) brought about much needed coordination 
between the librarians and the manufacturers. The council 
has also played a useful role in promoting the use of 
reprographic techniques, materials and equipment and has 
providled forum for discussion on the need to develop 
research activities and standardization in 
micro-recording. At present this council is known as the 
Microfilm Association of Great Britain with the 
headquarters in Cambridge. 
Reprography became so important in modern times 
that there was a need of international cooperation and 
coordination. In 1963, the first International Congress on 
Reprography was held in Cologne. The second International 
Congress of Microrecording was held in Japan in 1965. The 
problems concerning reprography were discussed in these 
conferences. 
Reprography in India 
As regards the History of the application of the 
photographic duplication techniques in India. The 
potentialities of reprography were perhaps first brought 
out in India by M.C. Trivedi of the Government Photo 
Registry Bureau, Poona. He read a paper before the Indian 
Historical Record Commission on the use of photography for 
the preservation of historical records and archives in 
1938. Trivedi, who had already started a photocopying 
service for the reproduction of documents registered with 
the Government of Bombay, offered similar services for the 
scholars and librarians. His article the film process for 
copying documents, its usefulness for copying old 
historical records further emphasised the importance of 
reprography particularly for preservation purposes. 
It appears that the librarians in India during the 
1940's were not aware of the usefulness of reprographic 
techniques. This is why reprography in India passed the 
early stages of its career in the government departments 
before it could be adopted by the libraries and 
information centres. 
During the 2nd world war, the librarians were 
worried about the security of rare books and precious 
manuscripts and this made them conscious of photocopying 
and microfilming. Another factor which popularised these 
processes was the introductions of 'Airgraph' letters 
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service through which instead of sending the letters in 
original their microfilms were sent by post and at the 
destination their projection prints were made. 
The Central Research Institute Library of the 
Indian Council of Medical Research at Kasauli had set up a 
microfilming unit for reprographic purposes even before 
the war. So also the Venkateswara Research Institute at 
Tirupati had acquired microfilming equipment though it 
could not be utilized much. 
INSDOCi New Delhi 
The Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre 
under Council of Scientific and Industrial Research was 
set up by the Government of India in 1952 with the 
assistance from the Unesco. A systematic reprographic 
service for the benefit of the scientists was started at 
the Insdoc since then. All the essential reprographic 
equipment were made available by the Unesco as a part of 
their aid. The Unesco also provided the services of 
foreign experts in scientific documentation and 
reprography. Two Indian staff members were also granted 
Unesco, fellowships to study reprographic techniques and 
to observe the working of equipment in the U.S.A. and 
Europe during 1954-55. Some of the important items of 
reprographic equipment available of the Insdoc are : 
(a) Lectra-II microfilming camera of Tokyo Microphoto 
Works, Japan. 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
(g 
(h 
(i 
(J 
(k 
(1 
(m 
(n 
(o 
(P 
(q 
(r 
(s 
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Leitz Reprovit-I and Reprovit-II b of Germany 
Rolleiflex Camera 
Leica M-3 camera 
Recordak Microfilm camera, model AH-5 
Microtronics - positive film printer of U.S.A. 
Copycat - a large format vacum contact printer of U.K. 
Cantoura - a portable contact printer with an air 
cushion of U.S.A. 
Ilford strip film printer 
Lumoprint - rewind type motorised film developing unit 
of Germany 
Develop - developing unit for DTR process, made in 
Germany 
Recordak projection printer model B 
Enlarger with point source lamp by SFMD of France 
Hunter - penrose process camera of U.K. with infra-red 
film drying cabinets 
Azoflex K-10 diazo printer of U.K. 
Rotaprint offset machine of U.K. along with plate 
making and plate exposing equipment. 
Zetaprinter offset machine 
Remayor offset machines 
Microform readers for transparencies and opaques -
Thomson-Housten; Microvist portable reader; Kangaroo 
reader and a microcard reader. 
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National Archives of India, New Delhi 
This is another government institution which has 
well organised reprographic services. The National 
Archives have a long programme to put the state records on 
microfilm. The work is being accomplished by Recodak 
cameras available in the Archives. This is perhaps the 
oldest reprographic service in India. 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay 
The Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay is 
another government establishment which has a well equipped 
reprographic unit to carer to the needs of the scientists 
of the BARC. The equipment available in the BARC are : 
Xerox 1385; Xero 1824; Universal enlarger printer; 
Remington Rand photocopier; Kodograph micro-print reader; 
Recordak microfilm readers; Ross universal micro reader; 
Multileth 1250 offset printer. 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi 
Among the institutions working under the Indian 
Council of Agricultural Research, the Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute Library, new Delhi has perhaps the best 
equipped reprographic unit. The equipment available at the 
lARI Library consist of : Microfilming cameras; document 
printer; microfilm reader-printers; enlargers for 
producing enlarged photocopies from microfilm negatives; 
photostat machine; camera for making projection slides; 
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Reproner for duplicating negative and positive slides; 
xerox machine. 
The lARI Library provides reprographic services -
microfilm strips, photocopies, photostat copies, diazo 
copies and slides - to over 1,500 scientists and students 
of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute and its 
sub-stations and to many other institutions and research 
workers all over the country. 
Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana 
The reprographic unit in the PAU Library is 
well-equipped and is operating a full-fledged reprographic 
services. Most of the equipment were purchased out of the 
USAID grant which was made available to the PAU library in 
US dollars in 1966. The more important reprographic 
equipment availabe in the PAU library are given as under: 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
(g 
(h 
(i 
(J 
(k 
Microfilm Camera MRD-Z 
Developing Outfit-G3 
Standard Rank Xerox B85 
Zeiss Enlarger DR-Z 
Romayor offset machine IVA 
Thermofax dry copier 
Friden Flexowriter model 2303 
OCE Diazo office copying machine 
Electronic stencil cutter ESC-73 
Microrecord film press and drying unit 
3M Filmac 400 microfilm reader/printer 
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(1) Microfilm reader MPE-3 
(m) Dagmar microfilm reader model A 
(n) Microfiche reader Mark IV 
(0) Microcard reader 
(p) Bradma addressing machine WBB-3R 
(q) Gestetner stencil duplicator 
Reprographic Techniques 
Reprographic techniques form a vital unit in the 
process of communication, requiring expert knowledge and 
skills in application. Electrophotography or xerography 
has overtaken, to most extent, the photocopying and 
xerographic machines now dominate the copying arena. 
Microphotography has attempted, to provideease to the 
storage problem of the libraries. The author is inclined 
to put a stress or the word 'attempted' rather than to 
affirm the 'ease' provideld by the various reprographic 
techniques to the librarians. It can be classified into 
two categories - (1) Non-photographic, (2) Photographic. 
(1) Non-Photographic : 
The non-photographic reprographic techniques are : 
(a) Manual, and (2) Mechanical 
1(a) Manual Techniques : The following are the manual 
non-photographic : 
(i) Manual transcription 
(ii) Type writer 
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(iii) Electronic typewirter, and 
(iv) Flexo writer 
(i) Hanual transcription : Making of copies by manual 
transcription is as old as writing itself and it still 
continues. The main advantages of manual writing are : 
1. it requires the simplest equipment - pen, ink and 
paper, and 
2. a long-winded text can be condensed into a short one. 
Limitations are : 
1. it is laborious and time consuming. 
2. the scribe can copy only that text whose language he 
knows, and 
3. it is not easy to reproduce illustrations and drawings. 
(ii) Type writer : The invention of type writer brought 
about a revolution in manual copying as this machine saved 
much of human labour and made the writing faster. 
Though a type writer still remains an essential 
office equipment, it has also been extensively used in 
reprographic reproduction. In the office itself it is also 
used for making copies. In the stencil duplication 
process, a type writer is used for preparing stencils. A 
type writer is also used for producing photographable 
originals for offset printing though an electric type 
writer is more suited for this purpose, as it prints every 
character of an equal and even density. A master for 
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offset printing is to be prepared, it is advisable to use 
the silken ribbons. The papers ribbons give still better 
results though the best work comes out from the plastic 
ribbons. 
(iii) Electric typewriter : An electric typewriter is a 
power operated machine. It is, therefore, more convenient 
to use. Also the printing of an electric typewriter is of 
equal and even density and, therefore, it can be used to 
produce quality masters for affect printing. 
(iv) Flexowriter ; A flexowriter is essentially an 
electric typewriter with two added units - the punch and 
the reader. The punch is operated by the keyboard similar 
to an ordinary typewriter and punches a pattern of holes 
on a paper tape, in a binary code which has eight position 
base. This punched tape is placed in the reader part of 
the machine which operates the machine automatically by 
electric impulses to, reproduce the information at a high 
speed. 
A flexowriter is not the only punched tape operated 
machine in the world and neither this machine is the 
fastest. The 'Dura Mach 10', manufactured by the Dura 
Business Machine, is faster than the Flexowriter. In the 
'Dura Mach 10' instead of using 'type bens' a 'type ball' 
is useld and this gives it a better speed. 
Silk Screen 
Stencil 
Copy Paper 
fnpression RoEer 
TWO-DRUMS STENCIL DUPUCATOR 
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Mechanical Techniques 
The following methods, however, will be discussed 
under the mechanical techniques : 
(a) Stencil duplicating process 
(b) Offset duplicating process 
(c) Hectographic process 
(a) Stencil duplicating process : 
This process is also known as 'cyclostyling' or 
'mimeographing'. In this process a stencil made of fibrous 
tissues, through which ink can be forced, is used. This 
stencil is coated with a fine layer of wax or any other 
material which is impervious to ink. When the stencil is 
prepared for printing, the text to be reproduced is either 
written on it or typed on it by a typewriter without using 
ribbon. This writing or typing cuts the coating without 
damaging the base fibes. The stencil is then put on the 
machine and ink is made to force through these cuts on to 
the copy paper. 
This machine is rotary-type and can be operated 
manually as well as by electric power. There are two drums 
on which a silk screen moves. There is a small gap in 
between the two ends of the silk screen and ink is applied 
through this gap to ink rollers which in turn make the ink 
spread evenly all over the drums. After applying the ink, 
the drums are made to rotate so that they are properly 
inked. The stencil is then put on the silk screen. The ink 
Wator Rollers Ink Rollers 
Offset Master 
Copy Paper 
OFFSET MACHINE 
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is transferred from the inked drums to the stencil through 
the silk screen. When the copy paper is pressed between 
the lower drum and the impression roller, some ink is 
forced through the cuts of the stencil on to the copy 
paper giving a copy of the original. 
(b) Offset duplicating process : 
The offset duplicating process is based on the 
principle that water and oil do not mix. In this process, 
the greasy image or the master is receptive to oily ink, 
while the background area which is wet is not receptive to 
the oily ink. The result is that the ink sticks only to 
text area which is to be reproduced. There are three 
drums. On the first, the offset master is put. This drum 
is in contact with water rollers and ink rollers. When 
this drum rotates, the water rollers keep the offset 
master wet continuously. The greasy text area remains, 
however, unaffected by the water. The ink rollers ink the 
offset master, through the ink is accepted by only that 
part which had remained unaffected by the water i«e., the 
text area. The second drum carries a rubber blanket which 
receives the impression from the first drum. The 
impression on the rubber blanket is reverse reading. This 
reverse-reading impression is passed onto the paper on the 
third drum. The final impression is right reading as the 
original. In the offset process, the blanket drum serves 
on an intermediate. 
ISH^SSSSTO 
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(c) Hectographic processes : 
Hectography has the following three processes by 
which duplication is done : 
(i) Spirit duplicating process 
(ii) Gelative process 
(iii) Chemical duplicating process 
(i) Spirit duplicating process : 
In this process a special master and a carbon 
sheet, having a thin waxy coating containing qualine dyes, 
are used. The master and the carbon sheet are put in face 
to face contact and image is either drawn or written or 
typed on one side of the master. The carbon sheet 
transfers a reverse-reading image of alcohol soluble dye 
on the other side of the master. The master is then put on 
the drum of a rotary-type machine, with its dye side 
outwards, when the machine is put into operation, a pair 
of rollers feed the copy paper between the drum and 
impression roller after making its impression receiving 
side moistened by spirit which is to serve as a solvent. 
The rotating drum and impression roller bring the master 
and copy paper in contact. During this contact some of the 
dye from the master is transferred on to the copy paper 
and thus a right reading image is formed there. This 
process is capable of giving about 300 to 400 copies, 
though intensity of the colour of each subsequent image 
goes on decreasing. 
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(ii) Gelatine process : 
In this process, a dye-image is either drawn or 
written or typed on the master. Then it is put in contact 
with gelatine layer. The right reading image is 
transferred as reverse-reading on the gelatine. A copy 
paper is put in contact with the gelatine surface to get a 
right reading copy. About 100 copies can be prepared by 
this process. 
(iii) Chemical duplicating process : 
This process is similar to the spirit duplicating 
process, but in it instead of using a carbon sheet, a 
sheet covered with waxy layer containing coloured chemical 
dyes is used. The master and this special sheet are put 
face to face and image is either drawn or written or typed 
on one side of the master. Consequently the coloured 
chemical dyes form a reverse-reading image on the other 
side of the master. This master is then put on the drum of 
a rotary-type machine and pressed against the moistened 
copy paper as in the spirit duplicating process. The 
solvent in the chemical process accelerates the chemical 
action when some of the chemical dyes are transferred from 
the master on to the copy paper. This method is suitable 
for making about 300 to 400 copies. 
Photographic Reprographic Techniques 
The photographic reprographic techniques involve 
two steps : 
Photo-Sensitive Material I Paper/Film] 
Original 
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(1) exposure to the original document 
(2) development of image into a readable copy. 
This has accordingly been divided into two parts: 
the firslt dealing with the methods of exposure, and the 
second, with the development processes. 
Methods of Exposure 
There are following three methods of exposure which 
are generally for making photocopies : 
(a) Direct contact method 
(b) Contact/reflex method, and 
(c) Optical method. 
(a) Direct contact method : 
This method is used when the object to be copied is 
translucent and the text is on its one side only. The 
original in this process is exposeld to light with its 
blank, side in contact with the emulsion side of the 
photo-sensitive material and the text side towards the 
source of light. The light passes to the photo-sensitive 
material through the area which does not contain any text, 
but is blocked by the area occupied by the text. Thus the 
area occupied by the text remains unexposed while the rest 
of the area gets exposed and there appears a latent image 
on the photo-sensitive material. 
Photo 
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(b) Contact/reflex method : 
In this process, the photo-sensitive material is 
exposed to light with its uncoated side towards the source 
of light and emulsion side in contact with the text to be 
copied. During the exposure, the light first passes 
through the photo sensitive material without affecting it 
and strikes the text side of the original. The area 
covered by the text absorbs the light, while the area 
where there is no text reflects it back on the emulsion 
side of photo-sensitive material thus forming a latent 
image on it. 
This photo-sensitive material when suitably 
processed gives the negative of the original. The 
resulting negative is both reverse reading and reverse in 
tone. 
The contact/reflex method involves two steps. The 
first gives the negative in which both image and tone are 
reversed and the second gives the right-reading positive 
of the original. 
(c) Optical method : 
One serious limitation of the contact/reflex method 
is that the area, where photographic paper is not in 
perfect contact with the original, develops as 'out of 
focus'. In order to overcome this problem optical method 
is used. In the otpical method a camera is used which 
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photographs the original through a lens to a sensitive 
film or paper or plate while is processed to serve as on 
intermediate. The final copy can be had from this 
intermediate either by contact or projection printing. 
There is no such problem as 'out of focus' with the 
optical copying system as the depth of the field of lens 
takes proper care of any uneveness in the original. The 
reproduction inspite of the thieveness of the pages is 
always in perfect focus, if proper focussing had been done 
in the beginning. Also there is hardly any damage to book 
as it is generally opened out flat for copying and has not 
to be placed face down on the copying frame as in the 
contact/reflex method. Another advantages of the optical 
method is that the size of the image can be increased or 
decreased. 
Development Processes 
(a) Silver halide process ; In this process silver grains 
with sensitizing dyes are suspended in a gelatine emulsion 
which is coated on some base. This coating is exposed to 
light either in contact with original or through a lens. 
The silver halide grains are affected by the light in 
direct proportion to the quantity received. This results 
into a latent image. In order to make this image visible, 
the coating on the base is treated in a solution of 
chemicals known as 'developer'. 
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(b) Stabilization process : In the stabilization process, 
instead of dissolving out the silver salts by a 'fixer', 
they are chemically converted into a substance which 
remains unaffected by light. So instead of having four 
conventional and time consuming stages - developing, 
rinsing, fixing and washing, this process has only two 
i.e. developing and stabilization, and it takes only a few 
seconds to give results. No dark room is required if the 
photo copying paper is not very fast. The exposed sheet is 
laid flat on a porous block and swabed or sponged 
successively with the developer and stabilizer. 
(c) Autopositive process : In this process pre-exposed 
special autopositive paper is used. If this paper is 
processed as such it will become black. Making use of the 
Herschel Effect this paper, in contact with the 
translucent original which has text on one side only, is 
exposed to yellow light. The area covered by the 
background is exposed and the image there is bleached out. 
The area covered by the text remains unexposed. 
(d) Diffusion transfer reversal (DTR) process : In this 
conventional silver halide process, when the photo-
sensitive paper is developed after exposure, the area 
which had been exposed changes to black metallic silver. 
The area which was covered by the text and had, therefore, 
remained unexposed still has underdeveloped silver salts 
which are to be washed off by a 'fixer'. In the Diffusion 
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transfer reversal process, the exposed photo-sensitive 
sheet and a positive receiving sheet are put in a machine 
which moisten them with a 'developer' while keeping them 
separate and then makde them to pass through a pair of 
rollers so that they have a complete contact before they 
are thrown out. During this contact, some of the under-
developed silver salts from the unexposed area of the 
photo-sensitive sheet transfer by diffusion on to the 
positive receiving sheet where they change into black 
metallic silver to form the positive image. 
(e) Gelatine-Dye-Transfer process : In this process a 
matrix paper is used which has a coating of a gelatine 
emulsion containing silver halides, dye forming 
components, and a non-diffusing developing agent. The 
matrix paper is exposed in contact with the object to the 
copied. After the exposure for a few seconds,it is 
immersed in an alkaline solution known as 'activator' for 
about 25 to 30 seconds. Here the 'development' takes 
place, as the 'developer' exists in the coating itself, 
making the exposed area of the matrix hardened. The text 
area as it has remained unexposed becomes softened. When 
this matrix is made to pass through a pair of rollers in 
contact with a copy paper, a fine layer of soft and dyed 
gelatine from the image area is transferred on to the copy 
paper. The copy paper is then pulled apart from the matrix 
which is again immersed in the 'activator' and the second 
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copy is pulled. This process can be containued to get 4 to 
5 copies or even more till the matrix becomes too soft by 
repeated immersions in the 'activator' to stand further 
repetition of the process. 
(f) Blue printing : This process is based on the principle 
that certain ferric salts when exposed to strong light are 
changed into ferrous salts. A special sensitive paper 
containing ferric salts is exposed in contact with the 
object to either direct sunlight or to the light from an 
arc lamp by the Direct contact method. The exposure 
reduces the ferric salts to ferrous salts which further 
react with other chemicals in the presence of moisture to 
form blue background. This exposed sensitive paper is then 
washed so that the ferric salts and other chemicals are 
removed from that part which had remained unexposed. When 
developed, we get a white image on Prussian blue 
background. This process is very slow and has seldom been 
used for book copying. Of course, it has been popular for 
the reproduction of engineering drawings though now it is 
being superseded by the Diazo process. This process was 
discovered by Sir John Herschel in 1842. 
(g) Diazo Processes : The Diazo processes are based on 
the principle that diazonium salts react with some organic 
compounds, known as colour couplers, to give azo dyes. And 
if diazonium salts are exposed to ultra-violet radiation 
light, they are decomposed to give a colourless product 
which is not fit for forming a dye. 
In the Diazo process, a diazo paper in contact with 
the object is exposed to ultra-violet light by the Direct 
contact method. The area not covered by the text permits 
the light and thus exposure takes place resulting in the 
decomposition of diazonium salts. The area covered by the 
text or drawings remains unexposed leaving the diazonium 
salts intact. This exposed diazo paper is further 
developed, by ammonia fumes in a dry process, or in a bath 
of strong alkali in a semi-dry process, so that the 
'coupling' takes place. The result is a coloured image on 
a near white background. A word about this developing is 
also necessary. The diazonium salts and a colour coupler 
are coated on the paper in an acidic media. They do not 
react so long as the acid is there. When the exposed diazo 
paper is treated with ammonia fumes or with a strong 
alkali solution, the acid is neutralized leaving the 
diazonium salts and colour coupler free to react. 
Some desk-top diazo copying machines of Indian make 
are also available. In most of the machines there is a 
rotating glass drum illuminated from inside. The diazo 
paper in contact with the original, with text side towards 
the light and blank side in contact with the emulsion side 
of the diazo paper, is fed in the machine. After the 
exposure, the original falls away while the exposed diazo 
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paper passes through the rollers which apply the 
'developer' to the diazo paper. The print comes out 
semi-dry and it can be used after sometime. In the cimmonia 
process, the diazo paper after exposure goes to the 
ammonia chamber of the machine where it takes sometime to 
develop and then print comes out absolutely dry. 
The advantage of the Diazo process is that diazo 
paper is cheap and no dark room is required for this 
process. But at the same time diazo copies are not of 
archival permanence. 
(h) Thermographic processes 
(i) Thermofax process : In this process a special heat-
sensitive thin paper is used. This paper with its base in 
contact with the original is exposed to infra-red 
radiation by Contact/relfex method. The infra-red rays 
pass through the special paper without affecting it and 
strike the original where they are absorbed by the carbon 
and metallic contents of the text and heat it up to the 
temperature which is sufficient to set in a chemical 
action in the special paper resulting into the coloured 
image of the text. 
(ii) Eichner process : This is another form of thermo-
graphic process in which an intermediate in the form of a 
sheet coated with heat sensitive dye known as 
'thermo-carbon' is used. A plain paper is placed in 
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between the document to be copied and the thermo-carbon. 
During exposure, the infra-red rays pass through the 
thermo-carbon and plain paper without affecting them and 
strike the document. The text area of the document absorbs 
these rays and gets heated to the temperature which is 
sufficient to soften the coating of the thermocarbon and 
to make it stick to the receiving copy paper. 
Eichner process equipment are manufactured and 
marketed by different firms under their own trade names. 
The ABM Dryfax Corporation of New York markets their 
equipment under the trade name of 'Dry fax'. The Addofax 
of New York markets it as 'Addfax' . Besidles these two 
brands the other three popular makes are 'Viewfax', 
'Masterfax' and 'Transofax'. 
(iii) Ektafax process : This is still another thermo-
graphic process which is used for making multiple copies. 
In this process, a master coated with a polymeric 
substance and a dye is used. The master with its coated 
side in contact with the document to be copied is exposed 
to infra-red radiation by Contact/reflex process. The text 
absorbs the infra-red rays and gets heated to cause 
chemical change in the polymer. This exposed master is 
then passed through the Ektafax transfer unit in contact 
with a plain paper. Due to the heat and pressure in the 
transfer unit, some of the dyes in the text area of the 
master get transferred to the receiving plain paper. The 
master is then separated from the receiving sheet, placed 
in contact with another plain sheet and the process is 
repeated in the Ektafax transfer unit. 
(i) Photo-thermographic processes 
(i) Thermal diazo process : In this process the latent 
image is developed by heat instead of developing it either 
in a strong alkali solution or in ammonia fumes as in an 
ordinary Diazo process. A special paper having a coating 
containing appropriate chemicals required to form the 
final image is used in this process. 
(ii) Kalvar process : In the Kalvar process a sheet of 
polyester film coated with a very fine layer of diazonium 
salts is used. A translucent original with its text side 
towards light and blank side in contact with the coated 
side of this sheet is exposed to ultra-violet light. The 
exposure makes the diazonium salts to decompose and 
liberate nitrogen in the form of tiny bubbles. The image 
is developed with heat which makes thenitrogen to expand 
and form very fine vesicles in the plastic coating. These 
vesicles act as light scattering centres. The residual 
diazonium salts are made to decompose by exposing whole of 
the film to ultra-violet light. 
(iii) Dry silver process : This process was discovered in 
1964. In this process a film or paper is coated with a 
mixture of such substances as silver halide, silver soap. 
and a reducing agent. When it is exposed to light, some of 
the silver halide is reduced to metallic silver to form a 
latent image. This image is developed by heat with the 
photolytic silver catalyzing the reaction between silver 
soap and reducing agent to produce a negative silver 
image. 
(iv) Dual spectrum process : In this process two sheets 
are used. One that serves as an intermediate has a coating 
containing a photo-reducible material, and the second is a 
receiving sheet having a coating containing silver 
compounds. The intermediate sheet with its coating in 
contact with the original is exposed to strong light by 
the Contact/reflex process. The photo-reducible material 
in contact with the area not occupied by the text gets 
exposed and is completely destroyed. Then this exposed 
intermediate is put in face to face contact with the 
receiving sheet and is heated. The unaffected photo 
reducible material in the intermediate reduces the silver 
compounds on the receiving sheet to metallic silver to 
form a direct positive image. 
(j) Electrostatic processes 
(i) Xerographic process : In this process an electro-
statically charged selenium coated zinc plate replaces the 
conventional photographic negative. The plate is given a 
slow static charge under high tension and is then exposed 
to the object through a camera. The charge in the areas 
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where the light falls disappears i.e. the area represented 
by the background, but it is retained in the areas on 
which the light does not fall i.e. the area represented by 
the text of the original. A resinous powder is then 
cascaded over the exposed plate. This powder sticks to the 
area where the charge has been retained i.e. the area 
covered by the text. The image we get thus is positive but 
reverse-reading. This image is transferred to an ordinary 
paper by giving to the plate a charge of positive 
electricity. The transferred image on the paper is a right 
reading and positive one. The image is fixed by heating. 
The selenium plate is cleaned and can be used for making 
another copy. 
In the less costly equipment like 'Standard Xerox', 
processes from charging to cleaning of the plate are done 
separately one at a time. But in the modern models where 
selenium plate has been replaced by a selenium drum, the 
charging, exposing, cascading, transfer, fusing and 
cleaning of the drum is completely automatic and the whole 
process is very fast indeed. 
(ii) Electro-fax process : In this process instead of 
using a selenium plate, a special type of copying paper 
coated with zinc oxide is a resin-binder is used. This 
copying paper itself is charged negatively in the machine 
for exposure in the built-in camera unit. The charge is 
retained by the unexposed part represented by the text of 
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the original. The latent image is developed by a positive 
charged powder which is attracted to the negatively 
charged areas of the paper and is heat fused to reproduce 
a positiv eimage. A machine using this process and known 
as Caronastat is being used in the Indian Institute of 
Technology, Delhi. The disadvantage of this process is 
that the special paper used in this process is not 
manufactured in India but is to be imported. 
(k) Photochromic processes 
The photochromic processes are based on the 
characteristic of the photochromic substances that they 
become coloured when exposed to the light of a particular 
wave-length and become colourless when exposed to the 
light of a different wave-length. The processes are 
completely dry as the image is formed by the action of 
light. The Copymation Inc. of Illinois has developed a 
photochromic process known as Copy-chrome process. In this 
process, a paper sheet coated with photochromic substance 
is exposed to ultra-violet light of the wave length of 
3,400 to 3,500 Angstroms in contact with the original by 
the Direct contact method. As a result we get a blue copy 
of the original. 
(1) Electronic Scanning Process 
This is an electronic process in which the image is 
scanned by a photo-electrical cell and the impulses 
actuate a stylus which cuts the image on a sheet. In this 
process, the text to be copied is put round one cylinder 
and a special black stencil is put on the other cylinder. 
Both the cylinders are made to rotate on the same axis. As 
the cylinders rotate, the photo-electric cell scans the 
text lengthwise and passes the impulses on to the stylus 
moving in exactlythe same way across the second cylinder, 
cutting the stencil. It takes about 10 minutes to prepare 
a stencil by this method. Subsequent copies can be 
reproduced from this stencil by an ordinary stencil 
duplicating machine. 
This process has been introduced by the Gestetner 
Duplicators for producing stencils in facsimile. The 
difficulty is that the special type of stencils used in 
this process are at present not manufactured in India and 
are to be procured from West Germany. 
Microforms 
Microform is a generic term for all types of micro-
documents whether they are transparent or opaque, or in 
roll or sheet form. There are many types of microforms but 
the following are more commonly used in libraries : 
1. Microfilm 
2. Microfiche 
3. Microcard 
4. Microprint and microlex 
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Microfilm 
It is a micro-transparency on cellulose acetate 
film in the form of a roll of different lengths. There are 
four standard widths : 16 mm, 35 mm, 70 mm and 105 mm, but 
the 315 mm is generally used in libraries. Microfilm is 
either a continuous ribbon in a spool or in the form of 
strips of 22.5 cm length. Nagarajan suggests that the 
microfilm should be in spooled length (about 30 meters) 
only when the publication, whose microcopy they are, 
consists of several thousand pages; and for the 
publications upto 200 pages, it is better to have the 
microfilm in the form of strips each containing 10 pages. 
The advantage of a microfilm is that it gives a verybright 
image and can be conveniently used for making a paper 
enlargement. Moreover it still remains the cheapest form 
of reproduction where a single copy is needed. But its 
limitations are :-
(a) It is prone to abrasions and scratches through 
handling without adequate care. 
(b) It must be run through a microfilm-reader to find out 
what it contains. 
(c) It is to be run to and fro before a reader locatels 
the reference he needs. 
(d) Considerable length of the film is wasted as leader 
and trailer. 
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Microfiche 
Microfiche, like a microfilm, is a 
micro-transparency but, unlike microfilm, it is in sheet 
form having a number of rows of image. It is usually filed 
in the same way as index cards. Microfiche is available in 
different sizes : 75 x 125 mm, 90 x 120 mm, 105 x 148 mm, 
105 X 150 mm, and 228 x 152 mm, and this naturally brings 
in difficulties for libraries. There is now a growing 
interest among librarians to standardize the size of all 
the microforms including microfiche. 
The following advantages over the microfilm : 
(a) The title of the publication and sometimes, 
even other bibliographical details are available on the 
top of the microfiche, and these can be read by naked 
eyes. This saves the reader the inconvenience of threading 
it in the reading machine as in the case of a microfilm. 
In fact a microfiche can be put to use immediately, (b) 
Since one microfiche contains about 60 pages of the text, 
one does not have to run 30 meters of film to find a 
particular reference, and neither are 30 meters of film 
tied up with one scholar, wanting only a particular 
reference, (c) Themicrofiche reader is a more simple and 
compact machine and it is easier to operate also, (d) Even 
a single copy reproduction can be had from a microfiche 
without any difficulty. 
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mcrocard 
It is photographically produced micro-opaque in 
7.5x12.5 cm size. The microcard, like a microfiche, is 
easy to identify and handle. The access to information is 
also as fast as in the case of a microfiche. But the 
limitation of the microcard is that the projected image is 
not very bright. The room should also be dark enough to 
show a readable image. Because the microcards are opaque, 
there is much loss of light and it results in the loss of 
sharpness and clarity. For this very reason an enlargement 
of a particular image of the microcards on paper cannot be 
easily made. But its advantages over the microfilm and 
microfiche are as follows : 
(a) Microcards can withstand much wear and tear. 
(b) They do not require the control of humidity and 
temperature as is required for microfilms and 
microfiches. 
(c) They are cheaper than microfiches because they are 
printed on paper. 
(d) They can be more easily handled for library processing 
and themark of library ownership can be conveniently 
stamped at their balck. 
Microprint, Readex 
Readex microprint is a registered trade mark of 
Microprint Corporation of New York for photolithographi-
cally produced microdocuments.Microprint is produced not by 
copying process but by printing by a sppcial offset process, 
4^ a 
Each microprint contains 100 pages of text arranged in 
rows of ten, both vertically and horizontally. Information 
about the contents is printed across the top and can be 
read with naked eyes. The reading equipment is very 
similar to the microcard reader. In fact, some opaque 
readers can be useld both for the microcards and 
microprints. The microprints are supplied in a container 
which can be put on the shelves along with the books and 
they creat no problem of handling and storage in 
libraries. 
There is still another microform known as microlex. 
It is similar to microprint with the difference that it 
contains 200 pages of the text printed on both sides on 
16.5x21.5 cm size. 
Utility of Microforms 
So far as libraries are concerned, microforms are 
useful in many ways : 
1. Back sets of periodicals, rare and out-of-print books 
can be procured in microforms at much cheaper rates. 
2. There is a saving of storage space as the microforms 
take from 70 to 90% less space than the books. 
3. Microforms provide a suitable method to conserve rare 
and costly materials because while original can be 
kept safe and secure, its photo-reproduction can be 
used. 
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4. Microforms eliminate the expenditure on binding or 
rebinding. 
5. There is no danger of mutilations, as it often happens 
in the case of books in libraries, when they are in 
microforms. 
pci%t 2 
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1. LIBRARY.REPROGRAPHY,TECHNIQUES.AMERICAN LIBRARIES 
NITECKI (Joseph Z). Reprographic services in American 
libraries. Am. Lib. 23, 4; 1979; 407-421. 
A condensed and revised version of a paper Emerging 
profile of reprographic services in American libraries 
published as a microfiche supplement to the 7th edition of 
the Directory of Library Reprographic services. Evaluates 
the data gathered in terms of kinds of institutions listed 
and reprographic services offered (cost of electrostatic 
duplications, photographic prints, microfilm/fiche, hard 
copy and minimum charges). 
2. , , , AMFIS-COMPONENT, TECHNIQUE 
AVAKIAN (Emik A). AMFIS - Automatic Microfilm 
Information System. Spec, lib. 48; 1951, Apr.; 145. 
To date microreproduction of printed materials is 
the only reasonable solution available for reducing space 
requirements. Microfilm in all its form is widely used but 
rarely is it the preferred choice. AMFIS is a fast system 
of retrieving documents. The storage capacity of AMFIS is 
a function of the number of scroll employed, as well as 
the particular reduction ratio of the microfilming and 
viewing units. AMFIS should not be compared or confused 
with systems such as minicard or filmorex. AMFIS points a 
way of building a system with these components and 
techniques. 
5 6 
, ARCHIVAL, PERFORMANCE 
AVEDON (DM) and DEVILLIERS (AM). Microfilm permanence and 
archival quality. J. of the Am. Society for Inform. Sci. 
This article attempts to clarify what it means to 
have archivally permanent microfilm. Archival permanence 
is defined and the standards which specify the criteria 
for the film, the processing, and the storage required to 
maintain archival permanence are outlined. 
, , . BASIC TECHNIQUES 
TYRELL (Arthur). Basics of reprography. Aslib Proc. 19, 1; 
1972; 243. 
Deals with the photo-reproduction processes. 
Explains the optics of vision, the theory of light and the 
source of illumination available. Also deals with the 
photo-chemical and photo-mechanical processes used in 
letter-press and gravure printing, offset lithography, 
document copying, diazo, ferro-gelatine and 
ferro-prussiate techniques. 
5. , , , BLLD-CONDITION 
ALLARDYCE (A). Acquiring, copying and lending microforms. 
Micro Doc. 17, 4; 1978; 146-148. 
Outlines BLLD conditions for the acquisition of 
microfilms, objections to the BLLD practice of retaining 
originals and loaning copies and the practice prior to 
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1977 of issuing retention copies of US Government Agency 
Reports. Argues that the potential purchase of microform 
publications is limited by the restricted funds of 
purchasing libraries, rather than alternative 
availability. 
, , , BLLD-STATISTICS 
BRAID (JA). Reprographics at the British Library lending 
Division. Interlending Review. 8, 2; 1980, Apr.; 39-44. 
Over the last 10 years photo copying has satisfied 
an increasing number and proportion of requests at BLLD. 
Rank xerox 10.00 machines and Rank xerox copyflo machines 
give poor reproduction of half tones 80 a mits subishi 
U-bix 11 is also used. Duplicate microforms are usually 
made by the diazo method, fiche is preferred to film. 
Demand for the hard copy enlargement service is small. 
Proportion of material in microform is increasing slowly 
but dramatic changes are unlikely in the near future. 
, , , CHARACTERISTICS, LIMITATIONS. 
HAWKEN (William R). Photocopying from bound volumes. ALA,; 
1962; 208. 
Brings out how copying of research materials 
differs from that of business correspondence. Gives the 
characteristics of bound volumes and the limitations of 
the available copying machines to deal with them. Suggests 
design criteria for machines to enable them to be used for 
copying research materials. 
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, CHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC 
FENNELL (Yvonne). Chester photographic survey. The lib. 
Assoc, record. 72, 5; 1970, May; 197. 
This is an account of a systematic photographic 
survey in dispossible slide form, which was initiated by 
librarians and operates as a highly successful cooperative 
venture. The participants are members of Chester 
photographic society. Chester civic trust and library 
staff started in 1963, the collection alreadynumbers some 
8000 slides and the availability of these as lecturing 
aids is greatly appreciated by local speakers. 
, COPIER-MANAGEMENT PROBLEM. 
C 
FLOYD (Howard A) and WHITING (Francis D) . Copiers : 
Problems and potential. Repro. Rev. 19, 1; 1969, Jan.; 8. 
The copier has proved a boon to the management of 
reproduction departments. But along with its copying 
speed, it has brought management problems of when and how 
much to use it. The following three articles are aimed at 
helping you answer some of these questions : (1) The 
copier-Duplicator, A New Challenge; (2) Management and the 
Copier; and (3) Copying Part III. 
10. , , , COPYING METHODS, DEVELOPMENTS. 
WEBER (David C) . Developments in Copying Methods-1957. 
LRTS. 2, 2; 1959; 87. 
5 n 
One of the most consequential developments of the 
year of librarians was the creation of a Copying Methods 
Section within the American Library Association. It should 
be added that Photostat Corporation also made available 
early in 1957 its Expediter Model Copying machine. The 
microfilmed record itself is being used more and more, 
particularly by special libraries, in "unitized" form. 
There has been a need to print fult size copies from 
microtexts. Another electrostatic process in the 
Electrofax. 
, USE, 
KINGERY (Robert E). Copying methods as applied to library 
operations. Lib. Trends. 8, 3; 1960; Jan.; 407-413. 
The potentialities of photography for library use 
are examined. Besides photoduplication of documents, it 
can be used in charging systems, for ordering books and in 
cataloguing. 
, COPYING-PROBLEMS. 
LAZOWSKA (Edward S). Photocopying, copyright and the 
librarians. Am. Doc. 19, 2; 1968, Apr.; 123-130. 
Before the advent of microfilm there was no check 
on free copying in the libraries. Now with the development 
of inexpensive photographic copying methods, legal as well 
as ethical problems have come in. 
'-r 
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13. , , , COPYING SERVICE-FACTORS. 
SHERWOOD (FE). Document reproduction : Some administrative 
considerations. Newzealand Libs. 24, 4; 1961, May; 87-91. 
Factors that should influence any decision for 
setting up a copying service are examined. They are : kind 
of documents, number and quality of copies required, cost 
of equipment, servicing and materials, staff and training. 
14. , , , CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS. 
WILLIAMS (Bernard JS). Document reproduction survey. FID 
News Bull. 33, 7; 1983, July; 53-56. 
Recent UK developments with regard to copiers 
includes; modifications to the Ricoh copiers; the new 
colour copier canon NP-500; the new Minalta zoom lens 
EP450Z model; 4 new copiers form Rank xerox; and the new 
high volume Agfa-Gevaert X-41. Notes current developments 
in the Adonis project, and the new computer equipment and 
software being installed at the British Library lending 
Division. Micrographics is converging with other 
information technologies as illustrated by the Imtec 016 
retrieval system. 
15. , , , CURRENT EQUIPMENT. 
JENKINS (Helen M) . Library photocopiers : An index of 
currently available equipment. J. of Lib. & Inform. Scie. 
12; 1971; 2-6. 
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Gives details of the equipment used for diffusion 
transfer, dual spectrum, electrostatic, gelatine transfer, 
stabilization processes. Based on manufacturer's 
information. 
16. , , , CURRENT SERIAL DUPLICATION. 
PAINTER (Ann F) . Current Serials Duplication at National 
Agricultural Library. LRTS. 10, 3; 196 6; 284. 
The National Agricultural Library by elxamination 
of its monthly and annual serial statistics discovered 
that over half of its serial issues processed were 
duplicate. Time and cost of processing could therefore be 
reduced if the volume of duplication could be reduced. 
Analysis ndicated that duplicates fell into four major 
categories, two of which could not be controlled because 
of formal regulations. One of the prime causes of the 
serial duplication centered around lack of proper mailing 
addresses and lack of notification of the number of copies 
desired. Of these 63% could be alleviated by either a 
personal letter to state experiment stations and extension 
services or by a notice to the source, requesting mailing 
information review. 
17. , , , DEVELOPMENT. 
SULLIVAN (Robert C). Developments in photoreproduction of 
library materials, 1970. LRTS. 15, 2; 1971; 158. 
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A review of the developments relating to library 
microforms becomes a more formidable task with each 
passing year. The trends reported in recent years remain 
much the same but the pace quickens and the volume of 
literature reporting these developments multiplies. The 
reproduction of library materials is big business a 
evidenced by the following patterns : microforms research 
blossoms; micropublishing grows; legislation stalls; 
literature aobunds; products equipment, and services 
diversify; and professional activities expand. 
18. 
VERRY (HR). Document reproduction. FID News Bull. 29, 1; 
1962, Feb.; 29-33. 
Development in the field of document reproduction 
is reviewed. Examines use of offset process for printing 
greeting cards in colour. Advancement in Diazo process is 
also discussed. Developments in electrostatic processes, 
microfilms and offset printing are reported from various 
countries. 
19. , , , , APPLICATIONS. 
MUHLSTEIN (Ladislav) and BITAL (Ladislav). Development 
present status and future prospects for the application of 
reprography in COSTEI. Aslib proc. 22, 1; 1980; 13-16. 
The main areas of activity in the field of 
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reprography at the Central Office for Scientific, 
Technical and Economic Information (COSTEI). The 
development of technology for reprography and especially 
microreprography and its application in STI has dominated 
the research carried out in this period. Particular 
attention is paid to systems analysis and design, 
standardisation, consultation and production issues. 
Future tasks in the sphere of the development, 
organisation and reprographic services are also 
formulated. 
20. , , , , EQUIPMENT. 
HAWKEN (William R) . Copying methods manual. ALA.; 1966; 
376. 
Deals with the methods of reproducing research 
materials. Gives characteristics of originals that govern 
their reproducibility. Processes used for duplication and 
processes still under development have also been dealt 
with. The equipment used and their manufacturers are also 
given for each method. 
21. , , , , EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUES 
STEVENS (Holland E). Microform revolution. Lib. 
Trends. 19, 3; 1971, Jan.; 379-395. 
Brings out he utility of coded microfilm or rolls 
or microchips in specialized information retrieval systems 
6a 
and states that further developments of equipment and 
coding system will extend these techniques to the general 
library. 
22. , , , , TECHNICAL NOTE. 
HAZELETT (Richard). Miniature lithography at 2.5X. laslic 
bull. 9, 4; 1964; 144-146. 
Miniature printing at 2. 5X would cut the size of printed 
materials to 1/4 that of normal sized copies. Discuss the 
various advantages. Miniature printing is perhaps 150 
years old. The recent development of photooffset 
lithography has made its production more feasible. An 
opaque projector might be devised for technical literature 
search. Mention the technical notes for the lithographer. 
23. , , , DIAZO-COPYING PROCESSES 
P 
DEGORTER (B) . Principles and possibilities of diazo-
copying processes". J of doc. 5, 1; 1949, June; 1-11. 
First let us try to visualize as clearly as 
possible what is required. The most widely used technology 
for photo-copying purposes at the present time is, of 
course, photography based on the use of silver-halide 
containing materials. Diazo-copying processes are based on 
the characteristics of certain diazo-compound. The process 
of reflectography is characterised by the passage of the 
incident light through the sensitive material. using 
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silver emulsion films as the sensitive material, patended 
the idea of interposing fine screen. New machines in 
corporate mercury-vapour lamps in place of arc-lamps. 
Improvements in diazo-copying process are to be 
anticipated in the future through the development of more 
intense sources of ultra-violet light. 
24. , , , DOCUMENTARY REPRODUCTION-HISTORY, METHOD. 
VENKATIAH (M). Short story of documentary reproduction. 
Indian Lib. Movement. 5, 1; 1978, Mar.; 16-21. 
After a brief history of documentary reproduction 
explains the background to and workings of: (1) non-photo 
graphic methods of documentary reproduction (letter-
copying press, carbon paper, hectograph, duplicator and 
type writer; and, (2) photographic methods (photostat, 
microfilming, xerography, blueprint process, diazo or 
dyeline process, and reflex process). 
25. , , , DOCUMENT COPYING-DEVELOPMENT. 
VERRY (HR). Document reproduction. Unesco bull. Libr. 16; 
1962; 73-8. 
Recent years have brought considerable progress in 
the processes of document copying and reproduction. It is 
interesting to recall that in the early post war years 
only the two silver processes, photostat and reflex were 
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in general use. Then came the electrostatic processes, 
which are completely dry and produce a good quality 
permanent copy at high speed without an intermediary 
negative. Of recent years diazo paper has been 
considerably improved and is now able to provide most 
acceptable copies. One of the most interesting 
developments of recent years has been a process which has 
been demonstrated in the United Kingdom known as Imagic 
Method. It would appear from present indications that 
future developments may be expected in the electrostatic 
fields. 
26. , , , DUPLICATING MACHINE-TYPES, PRINCIPLES AND 
USES. 
DAWSON (JM). Duplicating machines. Lib Trends. 5, 2; 1956, 
Oct.; 256-264. 
Duplicating machines are used in libraries for 
periodical publications of all kinds, forms and catalogue 
cards. The basic types of machine are: hectograph; spirit 
process; stencil; relief; offset. The principles and uses 
of each of these processes are described. Facsimile and 
xerography, or xerox, equipments make it possible to copy 
text or illustrations on to a master without the need of 
photography; the use of these methods is discussed and the 
relative costs of the different types of duplicating 
equipment considered. 
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27. , , , DUPLICATION-SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
PUBLICATION. 
NADGIR (GB). Duplicate periodicals problem in 
libraries. Timeless Fellowship. 11; 1977; 105. 
In recent years scientific and technical 
publications are increasing in voluminous quantities. Not 
all libraries are fortunate to acquire all the major 
scientific and technical publications, especially, the 
journal publications, as budgetary restrictions compel 
those in charge of libraries to limit purchases. Libraries 
in India should, therefore undertake cooperative 
activities like the "Exchange of Duplicates". It means an 
arrangement by which a library sends to another library, 
institution, or society its own duplicates materials and 
receives other material in return. If the duplicates 
received by major libraries are channelised in such a way 
as to benefit other libraries, it would be worth while and 
in the interest of researchers. 
28. / / , DUPLICATORS- TYPES. 
WHITE (Howard S). Microfiche duplicators for libraries. 
laslic bull. 13, 2; 1997, Mar.; 133-214. 
Deals with 6 relatively small inexpensive low-
volume types of duplicator, the sort suitable for most 
libraries; all use non-silver duplicating film, i.e., 
diazo or vesicular. The introduction outlines the 
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differences between the 2 types of film, their archival 
qualities, availability of supplies, operation of the 
machines and the tests. The following duplicators were 
tested: Blue Ray MIL raflash printer MP-1/Blu-Ray, 
Microform Developer MD!1; Brunning OP-10; Bruning OP-11; 
Canon Kal-Printer 48C VC/Canon Kal-Developer 360 H; 
Metre-Kal var Fiche maker; Micobra M-7U Printer;process or 
and D-11 Diazo Developer. 
29. , , , DYLINE COPYING-DEVELOPMENT, USE. 
OFFENBACHER (E). "Dyeline copying for libraries". Unesco 
bull, for lib. 8; 1954, Dec; E143-148. 
Briefly, as the name dyeline copying implies, it is 
a copying process in which the lines (i.e. letters) of the 
original are reproduced with the aid of a certain dye. 
Development in the ordinary photographic sense does not 
take place. Instead, the Dye component has either to be 
"released", Dry development is undoubtedly a clean working 
procedure, semi-dry development has the slight 
disadvantage that it cannot work exactly true to scale. 
The material is chiefly sensitive to the voilet and near 
ultra-violet region of the spectrum. The use of dyeline 
copying is fairly simple. Discuss various application. 
Abstracting service catalogue cards, patent 
specifications, reprint and out-of-print publications 
academic dissertations. 
30. , , , EFFECT-ELECTROSTATIC PHOTOCOPYING. 
SARETZKY (Gary D). Effects of electrostatic copying on 
modern photographs. Repro. Review. 32, 2; 1986; 64-6 5. 
With the exception of unfixed proofs and other 
light-sensitive materials, the greatest danger to 
contemporary photographic materials during electrostatic 
photocopying is from handling. 
31. , , , ELECTROCOPYING-TECHNICAL ASPECTS, ROLE. 
MUIR (A Drienne) and OPPENPEIM (Charles). Electrocopying, 
the publishers association and academic libraries. JLIS. 
25, 4; 1993, Dec; 175. 
Discusses the concept of electrocopying. Briefly 
mentions technical aspects of electrocopying, including 
the two document scanning technologies: document image 
processing (DIP), and optical character, recognition 
(OCR). Considers the copyright implications, of 
electrocopying. Considers the role of the commission of 
the European communities and the views and initiatives of 
a selection of major publishers. Reviews the situation in 
the UK and the role played by academic libraries in 
electrocopying and networking information concludes with a 
discussion of the possible future implications of 
electrocopying for the pattern of scholarly communication 
and the survival of the periodical. 
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32. , , , EQUIPMENTS 
33, 
B7VRNEY (Thomas E) . Updatable microforms. J. of micro-
graphics . 12, 6; 1979, Aug.; 351-354. 
Describes a complete jacket system and an instout 
image system, including several equipment configurations 
from a small manual system to a large automated system. 
Compares the systems with advantages and disadvantages as 
well as equipment supplies and labour. A jacket system is 
good if a large backfile conversion is involved or if the 
originals are of poor quality. High updating frequency, on 
the other hand, can make a jacket system too labour 
intensive and necessitate an instant image system. . 
HAMPSHIRE (T). Document reproduction survey, November 
1968. FID News bull. 18, 12; 1968, Dec; 114-117. 
A summary of new reprographic equipment is given 
with details of operations, size of paper and machines, 
costs, accessories and addresses of manufactures. 
34, 
HENSEL (Evelyn). Catalog Land Reproduction. J. of 
Cataloging and Classification. 12, 4; 1956, Oct.; 209. 
Card catalog reproduction is one of the processes 
to which machine methods can be applied to great advantage 
35, 
36 
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xerography is an electrical and mechanical rather than a 
chemical method of photographic reproduction. The 
multilith machine is an offset machine. The 
Addressographing process uses two machine : Graphotype 
machine and Addressograph machine. The Mimeographing 
process is familiar to every one. Multigraph process is 
much slower than the multilith process. In selecting card 
reproduction equipment, librarians will have to consider 
such factors as their own particular need, volume of work, 
housing, other uses for the equipment, cost of the 
equipment, limitations if any, and other factors. 
JENKINS (HN). Library photocopiers : An index of currently 
available equipment. J. Lib, inform scie. 12; 1971; 2-6. 
Provides data drawn from the manufactures of each 
item. Rotary capcers, capcers intended for drawing office 
work, microform reader printers and microform duplicators 
are excluded. The following one given : (1) diffusion 
transfer; (2) dual spectrum; (3) electrostatic; (4) 
gelatine transfer; (5) stabilization. 
REVILL (DH). Reprographic reflections. New lib, world. 73, 
862; 1972, Apr.; 265-266. 
6 
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Gives details of the following electrostatic 
copiers and associated equipment : Autex offset's Japanese 
import, the copystar 211, Imperial Typewriter's, Imperial 
1400; Solicitor Law stationery society's Verna; A,B. 
Dick's flat-bed 625; 3M's 271 Automatic Dry photocopier; 
Mitsubishi Ubix xerographic copier; Otivetti copia III; 
Gestetner FB12; GAF 750 and 800; Rank-xerox 4000 and 
70000; Addressograph-Multigraph 2300; Minaltafax 4500; 
Criterian Graphic Products electrostatic lithomaster and 
Arkwright Xerographic transparency film. 
TOMKOVA (Viera). Reprographic equipment suitable for use 
in libraries. J. of Doc. 34, 6; 1985; 230-231. 
Reprographics is a term which covers the 
preparation of reproductions from originals. Reprographic 
technology can be divided into 3 groups : printing, 
copying; and microforms. Lists reprographic equipment 
suitable for use in libraries (copiers, cutting 
elquipment, printing machines, collators, driers). The 
list contains the following information for each piece of 
equipment : make, type, technical data, manufacturer, 
distributor and price. 
38. 
VERRY (HR). Document reproduction. FID News Bull. 28, 2; 
1961 May; 70-72. 
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A review of reprographic equipment manufactured in 
US, UK and other continental countries. Discusses : 
Imagic; Diazo-therm Rotaprint R 30/95 : Gestalith offset; 
Fotolist; Thermofax; Xerox 914 and other equipment. 
39. , , , , COMPUTER PRINTOUT 
MA.RTYN (AW) . Reprography applied to computer print out. 
Aslib proc. 20, 12; 1968, Dec; 531-533. 
A brief survey is given of the 3 main group of 
equipment usable for computer printout, i.e. photo 
copying, duplicating and microcopying, 3 photocopying 
machine are describeld the Azomatic printer, the Azoflex 
4800 and the Rank xerox 2400lV-with details of copy size 
and costs. The computer should produce the duplicating 
master, the preferred method is offset lith. Microcopying 
can be used to film printout. Microfilm can also be 
generated direct form computer printout by the General 
Dynamics range of stromberg Carlson computers. Tape-Type 
writer are also used to produce good camera-ready copy for 
offset-litho reproduction from output tapes. 
40. , , , , COPYING. 
SCALA (JL). Copying machines for libraries : A look at the 
current crop. Aust. Lib. J. 21, 5; 1972, June; 192-201. 
Reflects the selection of copying equipment in 
libraries evaluating the under mentioned (1) Apeco; 
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Burning 2100; (2) Mirioltafax 3500; (3) Rex-Rotery 4500; 
(40 Savin 220; (5) Toshiba Fex-BD-B2; (6) Xerox 422; (7) 
3M251; (8) Thermofax 45. 
41. , , , , COPYING MACHINES. 
SLALA (Jone LQ) . Copying Machines for libraries. Aust. 
Lib. J. 4; 1972, June; 192-201. 
This article discusses the considerations involved 
in selecting copying equipment for use in libraries and 
attempts to evaluate some of the copying machines 
currently available looking at their relative merits and 
capabilities and their applicability in different kinds of 
libraries. 
42. , , , , DUPLICITY OF DUPLICATOR. 
MERSH (Hank). Duplicity of duplicators. Repro.Rev. 4, 
12; 1964, Dec; 62. 
Lately, it seems that the most important subject in 
offset reproduction is equipment terminology. At least it 
appears to be if the rush of articles appearing in various 
publications in any indication. It seems there's always 
another article or editorial asking the same basic 
question: what's the different between an offset 
duplicator and an offset press? What all the arguments for 
got or ignored was the cause of all thediscussion on 
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equipment terminology - The Duplicity of Duplicators, for 
they are assuredly, leading a double life. 
43. , , , , LIBRARIES IN DELHI. 
RABAT HASAN. Reprographic services in Delhi libraries. 
ALS. 23, 2; 1976; 173-78. 
Survey the reprographic facilities available in the 
libraries of Delhi. The various types of equipment 
available in these libraries are mentioned. Analyses the 
implications of the copyright law and development of 
indigenous reprographic equipment. Suggests better 
utilisation of the existing facilities and stresses the 
need for inter-library cooperation. 
44. , , , , METHODS. 
SAHA (J). Reprographic equipment : A plea for cooperation. 
lASLIC bull. 9, 1; 1964, Mar.; 5-22. 
Discuss here the different document reproduction 
elquipment and methods. Regarding equipments, selection, 
and application of microphotography to problems in 
documentation much have been contributed in a large number 
of published paper during the last two decades. The 
present paper is concerned with the manageral principles 
and different aspects of cooperation in the utilization of 
the available means of reproduction existing in the 
libraries and documentation centres in India. 
45. , , , , SYSTEM. 
MORGAN (Thomas J). Microform and reprographic systems: A 
state of the art review. Lib. World. 2,1; 1973, Dec; 136. 
A review of reprographic equipment and systems 
covers photocomposing systems; computer-output Microfilm; 
microform retrieval and display systems; photocopiers; 
offset- lithoduplicating. 
46. , , , EVALUATION, TECHNIQUE, FACILITIES. 
RAGHAVENDRA RAO (MK) and KAMATH (VA). Micrographics and 
reprographics in action in Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. 
Lib. Scie. 16, 4; 1979, Dec; 125. 
Discusses briefly the evaluation of reprography and 
micrography. Highlights the value of these technologies in 
document supplyand storage services. Presents a 
discription of the reprographic and micrographic 
facilities available at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. The 
field of reprographics principally centres on three major 
process principles, namely, the photographic, 
thermographic and electrographic methods. Metrography is 
another recent developments. 
47. , , , FILE MICROCOPY-DEVELOPMENT. 
EDSALL (Presten W) . File microcopy program of the 
National Archives. J. of Docu. Repro• 4, 1; 1941; 9-13. 
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A program for the reproduction of archival 
materials on microfilm, which has recently been initiated 
by the National Archives, processes great potentialities 
for students of history and the social sciences. At first 
it was the practice of the National Archives to furnish an 
original negative microcopy of records to the person or 
institution that placed an order for microfilming. To plan 
and direct the development of the file microcopy program. 
Somewhat more elaborate in plan is a project for 
reproducing a 31 volume series of letters received. The 
projects just described involve single series of documents 
bound on mounted in books. These file microcopies are 
being made on 35 mm. Film, and it is probably that this 
size will be used in most future projects. 
48. , , , FILM COPYING-DEVELOPMENTS, PROBLEMS. 
METCALF (KD). Micro-copying on photographic film. Lib. J. 
61, 22; 1936, Dec; 10. 
This article is divided into four parts : (1) a 
brief outline of the developments in film copying before 
this past year, (2) a report about what has gone on during 
this year; (3) a statement of the problems facing us at 
present; and (4) a suggestion for the development of film 
copying on a fairly large scale. 
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49. , , , FLOURESCENT-EFFECT, PHOTOCOPIES AND 
MICROFORM. 
WALLACE (Dermot L). Effects of fluorescent 
'highlighters on photo copies and microform printouts'. 
Reprographic Quarterly. 13, 1; 1979; 16-18. 
Fluorescent 'highlighters' used on original 
documents have been observed to reproduce on microform 
printouts in such a way that the underlying text may 
become unreadable. The effects of different colours, makes 
of pen and density of application with a range of photo 
copiers and microform reader printers, have been explored 
but not exhaustively studied. Results indicate that such 
an effect exists but depends on a range of variables. 
Users of highlighters and managers of records and 
documents should be aware of the phenomenon and study it 
in their environment. 
50. , , , FORMS. 
MAZAL (Otto). Current possibilities in reprography and 
their use in the service of conservation of manuscripts 
and rare books. LIBER bull. 24; 1985; 38-44. 
Photography has achieved greater significance in 
library science, it is accepted by librarians that 
manuscripts and valuable prints can be damaged by 
photography. However, the librarian has the duty to make 
available valuable materials for purposes of research and 
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as well as the obligation to project these materials 
against further damage. Examines the following forms of 
reprography: microfilm; paper enlargements from 
microfilm; negatives, ektachrame; colour disposible; xerox 
copies; photographic; microfiche, and facsimile and 
reprints. Emphasises that the facsimile and the reprint 
will guarantee the distribution of copies of valuable 
source materials on a world-wide basis. 
51. , , , GRAPHICAL METHOD. 
BROOKES (BC). Photocopies Vs. Periodicals : Cost 
effectiveness in the special library. J. of Doc. 26, 1; 
1970; 22. 
This paper describes a simple graphical method of 
estimating the savings that can be made, or the extended 
subject coverage that can be obtained at no additional 
cost, by substituting photocopides for relevant papers in 
the peripheral periodicals relating to any well defined 
scientific or technical subject. Though photocopying 
charges must be realistic, the confident exploitation of 
the national photocopying services depends on the 
avoidance of arbitrary jumps in photocopying charges. 
52. , , , GUIDELINES. 
JONES (Hugh). Permission to make multiple photocopies : or 
how to photocopy copyright material for class use with 
7G 
full permission of publishers and authors. Assit. Lib. 15, 
2; 1984, Aug.; 20-21. 
Suggests that while the photocopier can be an 
asset, it can also be an enemy by depriving the former of 
income to which they are legally entitled and by leaving 
libraries with an impoverished stock and stagnating legal 
literature. Suggests a set of informal guidelines for 
photocopying by consent. 
53. , , , HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, CAUSES AND 
FACILITIES. 
JANAK RAJ and SACHDEVA (BR). Major 121 library model : An 
Indian electrostatic copiers. J. of Lib. & inform, scie. 
3, 2; 1978, Dec; 180-196. 
Considers reprography in India in the historical 
perspective. Mentions indigenous copiers available. 
Describes the operating processes with cautious for major 
121 libraries model manufactured by Macneill and Major. 
List the advantages common faults along with causes and 
facilities. Describes how to take care of plates. 
54. , , , HISTORY. 
MAJUMDAR (GK). Place of photographic services in the 
library. ILA Bull. 2, 4; 1966, Dec; 127-131. 
Since reprography is one of the necessities of 
modern library service, there has been a great increase in 
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the use of microfilm and photocopying devices in the 
library world. Briefly traces the history of the 
reprography. States how reprography is useful to the 
scholars and the librarians who can depend on it for space 
saving, accuracy, security and preservation of the reading 
material. The reprographic section can be a source of 
extra revenue, if it takes up the jobs like these 
reproduction, duplication of illustration, etc. for 
readers. 
55. , , , HISTORY-BLLD. 
DAVEY (JS) and SMITH (ES). Overseas services of the 
British Library Lending Division. Unesco bull. Lib. 29, 5; 
1975, Sept.; 259-67. 
Describes the history of BLLD and the range of 
material at Boston spa. Where in Nov. 1974 on JFLA office 
for international lending was established. It includes 
photocopying services and lending, the factor in dealing 
with transactions and part played by the telex system in 
the overseas services. 
56. , , , IMPORTANCE-MODERN LIBRARIES. 
MALHAN (IV) and KAUR (Jasbir). Assessment of repro-
graphic resources in Indian agricultural university 
Ibiraries. ALS. 28, 1-4; 1981; 103-116. 
bS - X/ ^/ 
Describes the importance of reprography in modern 
libraries and documentation centres. Give an account of 
reprographic services of 12 Indian agricultural university 
libraries. An account of elquipment, budget, service 
charges, staff position and problems of these libraries 
are given. A few proposals for the improvement of 
reprographic facilities are included. 
57. , , , INCREDIBLE-PAST AND FUTURE. DEVELOPMENTS, 
EQUIPMENT. 
VEANER (Allen B) . Incredible past incieedible future. 
Isalic bull. 26, 1; 1982, Mar.; 52-56. 
Briefly outlines developments in micrographics and 
reprography from 1930 and their impact on libraries, 
including the development of standards, and preservation, 
permanance and durability, and equipment. Looks to the 
future, discussing video disc and digitising systems. 
58. , , , INTER-LIBRARY FACILITIES-NEED. 
MURTHY (S Radhkrishna). Reprographic services, price 
policies and inter-library loan facilities. LH. 27, 4; 
1989, Jan.; 112-19. 
Describes reprographic services and price policies 
at National Institute of Nutrition Library. Mentions need 
for inter-library facilities, policies and procedure. Many 
research institutes libraries developed the facilities of 
photocopying for the convenience of the scientists. Since 
automatic processes are available the supply of photo 
copying is rapidly increased. Utilization of xeroxing of 
the article from periodicals etc. is constantly 
increasing. 
59. , , , LASER PRINTING. 
KELLY (Glen J) . Laser printing for a variety of library 
application. Inf. Tech. and Lib. 7, 1; 1988, Mar.; 41. 
Most library software packages running either a 
personal computer or a mainframe can be modified to accept 
laser printers, which are similar in several ways to 
photocopy machines. The paper stock can be preprinted, and 
call number and bar code label stack are available for 
laser printers. Libraries requiring special, preprinted 
from stock can now design their own from regular paper 
stock. The high quality, printing speed, low noise, 
affordable maintenance costs, and ease of use make laser 
printers ideal for many library printing applications from 
call number and bar code labels to purchase orders and 
book cataloge. Files can be printed or reprinted on 
demand, as need dicates, making laser printing a wise 
choice. 
60. , , , MANAGEMENT APPROACH. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Reprographic services for a document 
back-up service and implication of management approach. 
Aslib proceeding. 23, 4; 1977; 323-326. 
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Information surrogates such as indexes and 
abstracts are only substitutes for the full text 
documents. The need for the full text documents can be met 
only by reprographic services. In the Indian context, 
there is an imperative need to build up these facilities 
in away that effective use of documents held at different 
places can be made. The question of management of 
information services is also dealt with. 
61. , , , MAP REPRODOCTION-PROBLEM. 
EHRENBERG (Ralph). Reproducing maps in libraries and 
Archives : The custodian's point of view. Spec, lib. 64, 
1; 1973, Jan.; 18. 
Three problems of map reproduction from the 
custodian's point of view are reviewed: photographic 
reproduction, map accessibility, and map handling. The 
first considers the problems imposed by map format, 
legibility, color, and physical composition. This is 
followed by a discussion of the copyright issue and the 
"fair use" doctrine, donor and agency restrictions, and 
national classification procedures. Finally, the need for 
improveld map handling by readers, map custodians, and 
photographers is emphasized. 
62. , , , METHOD-COPyiNG AND DUPLICATING DOCUMENT. 
JERUSALEM (E Offenbacher). Economics of reprography 
for technical communication. Unesco bull, for lib. 24, 1; 
1970; 23. 
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Describes and compares the various methods of 
copying and duplicating documents : dye-line copying, 
thermography, electrophotography, spirit and offset 
duplicating, stencilling and microfiche. Risks of 
investment, running expenses, quality, costs of copies and 
their durability are discussed. In this durability 
techniques which can deliver more than one copy in a 
single process are considered. In some instances, the 
combination of two reprographic processes may prove 
advantageous. Surveys on reprography are usually limited 
to the description of individual techniques without 
comparing or combining them. 
63. , , , , DEVELOPMENT, EQUIPEMTN. 
CHITALE (TB). Methods of Reprography. Timeless Fellowship. 
7; 1971-72; 89. 
It surveys the developments of reprographic methods 
for presenting data to the research workers in the special 
libraries. Discusses in detail modern information 
furnishing methods of typing, stencilling, Hectography, 
Lensless copying, photocopy, Microcopying, Xerography, 
Letter press printing offset printing projection. Audio 
systems, punched card techniques and numberical and 
information data handling devices. Construction of the 
devices and precautions to be taken in handling them are 
explained. Points out the limitations and utility of every 
equipment and how it accelerates research work. 
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64. , , , , EQUIPMENT. 
GILLESPIE (Kyrle)• Photocopying : which method and why. 
Lib. J. 14, 6; 1959, Aug.; 684-708. 
Surveys various reprographic method available for 
office use and for copying from books. Theory and 
application of various methods is given. Gives a directory 
of the equipment and firms dealing in reprographic 
equipment. 
65. , , , , PROBLEMS AND PRINCIPLES. 
SAHA (J) . Document reproduction. Plea for cooperation. 
Lib. Scie. 1, 1; 1964; 80-96. 
Mention the principal reprographic methods in 
current use. Indicates the value of microphotographs in 
the preservation of valuable and rare documents, and in 
inter-library loan. The problems and principles of 
administering a reprography department and the need for 
cooperation among reprography centres are emphasized. 
Gives data on the reprography centres in India. Suggests 
methods of cooperation in reprography. 
66. , , , MICROCARDS AND MICROFICHES - DEVELOPMENT, 
TYPES. 
DAVISON (GH). Microcards and microfiches : History and 
possibilities. The lib. Assoc. Record. 63, 3; 1961, Mar.; 
69-78. 
Trace the history of development of microcards and 
microfiches. Discusses various types of readers also. 
t 
Other microforms - Filmorex, filmsort, microcite, 
microlex. 
67. , , , MICROFICHE. 
BALLOU (HW). Microfiche. Am. Doc. 8, 1; 1964; 81-85. 
Gives a brief history of microfiche in U.S. where 
microfilm is more popular. Today's researcher prefers 
short up-to-date reports and articles and the microfiche 
is more suited for it. But the popularity of microfiche 
depends whether or not it can be adopted to machine 
retrieval. 
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BISHOP (Charles). Problems in the production and utili-
zation of microfiche. Am. Doc. 12, 1; 1961; 53-55. 
Microfiche is a good means for the dissemination of 
scientific literature. Enumerates the advantages of 
microfiche. Also states that a good reader is necessary to 
make use of the microfiche. 
69. , , , MICROFILMING. 
VERGHESE (J). Selection of microfilm camera for industry. 
laslic bull. 24, 1; 1979, Mar.; 27-30. 
In the selection of microfilming equipment various 
aspects have to be considered. Important among them being: 
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(a) assessment of work, (b) type of system suitable, 
(c) space facility available, (d) technical manpower 
requirements, (eO management etc. This article deals 
only with the selection of microfilm cameras as 
required in Industry. The microfilm cameras form a 
part of microfilming system for industry consists 
mainly of microfilm camera, microfilm process or, 
microfilm duplicator, microfilm process or, microfilm 
duplicator, microfilm reader or reader printer and 
microfilm printers. 
70. , , , , COPYING-TECHNIQUE. 
RENZOLD (Leonhard). Areas for implementation of and 
restrictions on, microfilm and copy techniques in 
libraries and information establishments. Microform 
Rev. 98, 5; 1984, May; 193-200. 
Discusses the uses of microfilming and copying 
technology as a means of relationalising work 
procedures in libraries and information centres 
pressure on the lending service can be relieved 
through providing copies. Material can be duplicated 
on film for educational use loan facilities are 
enhanced since the copies become, the property of the 
borrower, and there is no pressure to return items 
quickly. Examines the procedures for filming newspaper 
information and the acceptance of microfiche, as well 
as library catalogues on film. Also discussed are the 
8; 
disadvantages of filming step catalogues as well as 
filming for security and heavy use. 
71. , , , , ECONOMIC ASPECT. 
LUTHER (Frederic) . Economics of microfilming : A 
comparison between contracted services and do it yourself 
program. Lib. J. 86, 19; 1961, Nov.; 3743-3746. 
Examines relative advantages of having the micro-
filming services on contract to have them available in the 
library itself. Economic aspect is discussed. 
72. , , , , METHODS, DEVELOPMENT, EQUIPMENT. 
MAJUMDAR (Gopal Kumar). Microfilming - Its use in library 
science. laslic bull. 12, 3; 1967, Sept.; 194-98. 
The microfilming services is one of the most 
extensively used of a library's research facilities and 
common practice in modern reprographic science. The use of 
microfilming methods for recording information has come to 
have real significance for libraries. It is one of the new 
developments in library documentation. The history, the 
need and the advantages as well as the different 
equipments used in micro-reproduction are mentioned. 
73. , , , MICROFILM COPYING. 
HOLMGARD (Jens). Distribution of copies. Archives. 10, 4; 
1985; 239-247. 
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The last 20 years have been arise in use of 
archives, mainly by the general public using church 
records for generalogical research leading to wear and of 
irreplaceable material and pressure on space and staff in 
reading rooms. The solution lies in copying on microcards 
of the most used records and in distribution of the 
copies. Copying on microfilm also provides available 
alternative to total scrapping of original record and 
opens up archives for wider use. Commercial copying and 
distribution by private firms are compared to copying of 
the archives themselves. But microfilming of the most 
threatened material is now the most pressing problem. Only 
when this is solved can distribution of the archives 
through placement in other localities loans, and sales to 
private individuals be considered. 
74. , , , , COPYING. 
SEIDELL (Atherton). Documentation and microfilm copying. 
Am. Doc. 7, 1; 1956; 231-232. 
Documentation is that activity concerned with the 
development and utilization of systems by which existence 
of particular reports of research are made known. Although 
photostat copying was employed for many years prior to the 
introduction of microfilm copying. The results of 
scientific research are published in periodicals and 
serials of the most varied character. An indication of the 
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extent and variety of these publications, and their 
scattered distribution in many libraries. For the 
amelioration of this situation there are two plans which 
are worthy of consideration. The other proposal for 
improving the availability of rare publications relates to 
the adoption of microfilm copying by more of the smaller 
specialized libraries. 
75. , , , , ECONOMICS. 
CLAPP (Verner W) and ROBERT (J Jordan). Re-evaluation of 
microfilm as a method of book storage. Coll. Res. Libs. 
24, 1; 1963, Jan.; 5-15. 
A study to find out whether by sharing the cost of 
the master negative among a number of subscribers to 
services copies, microfilm storage may become an 
economical proposition for a large collection. 
76. , , , , EQUIPMENT. 
WARHEIT (lA). Microfiche. Spec, lib. 51, 2; 1960, 
Feb.; 65. 
The standard 35 mm microfilm was originally 
adopted for library use because it was a standard used for 
other photographic processes that lent itself for serial 
photography. Although it was recognized that roll film was 
in convenient for the user, it was adopted because it was 
the most convenient to process. Film, cameras and 
processing equipment were all standard and available, and 
So' 
only minor modifications were necessary to adopt roll film 
for microfilming. 
, , , , PICTURE COLLECTION. 
SAFFADY (William). Microfilm Equipment and Retrieval 
Systems for Library Picture Collections. Spec, lib. 65, 
10; 1974, Oct.; 440. 
Microfilm is a viable medium for the storage, 
preservation, retrieval and reproduction of materials in 
library picture collections. Good, inexpensive cameras 
enable picture librarians to film their collections, and 
reader/printers can provide quick paper copy reproductions 
for picture searchers. Microfilmed picture collections can 
be retrieved via several techniques. Unitized microforms, 
especially film. Jackets and operture cards lend 
themselves especially well to picture collection 
applications, and for libraries with large budgets, random 
access retrieval systems can satisfy even the most complex 
search requirement. 
78. , , , , RECENT DEVELOPMENT. 
LOUD (Richard W) . Microfilm uses and products for 
libraries. Asst. lib. 56, 2; 1966, Apr.; 7-8. 
Discusses the recent development in microfilms, 
their advantages and limitations and their importance to 
librarians. Deals with operture cards, electrostatic 
printing from microfilm, etc. 
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, PRODUCTION AND USE. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Production and use of microcopies : Need 
for standard practice. ALS. 6, 1; 1959, Mar.; 21. 
Examines the need for standard practice regarding 
processing, handling, transit, storage and use of 
microfilm. Deals with some aspects of standardization 
pertaining to physical characteristics. Shows some 
precautions to be taken for maintaining quality in the 
production and use of microfilm. 
, , , , SERVICES. 
ZAWADZKI (Konard). Microfilm services in Poland. Unesco 
Bull. 17, 2; 1963, Apr.; 82-83. 
Deals with the microfilm service started in 1950 
at the National Library and gives it work and services. 
The service is aimed at assembling the collection of 
polish and early printed books all over the country. 
, , , , SYSTEM. 
KIERSKY (Loretta J). Developments in document reproduction. 
Spec, lib. 57, 2; 1966, Feb.; 117-18. 
There is a continuing interest in imaginative 
applications that will make use of closed circuit 
television and telephone dial systems to disseminate 
technical information. This system may be designed to to 
handle either original or microfilmed documents. The 
b O 
system permits centralization of files. Microfilm jackets 
are used to house microfilmed documents just as a file 
folder holds papers. Two new machines have been introduced 
by xerox corporation : xerox 1860 and xerox 2 400. 
82. , , , , TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS. 
WILLIAMS (Bernard JS). Microforms in information retrieval 
and communication systems. Aslib proc. 19, 7; 1967, Mar.; 
223-331. 
The paper review present microforms in use and 
indicates briefly their areas of application in particular 
to the library field. Likely future trends and 
developments bearing on the library and publishing fields 
are then detailed. Coverage is given to retrieval systems 
and devices. Finally the work of the newly established 
National Reprographic Centre for documentation in this 
area is outlined. 
83. , , , , USE. 
CALMES (Alam). New confidence in microfilm. Lib. J. Ill, 
15; 1986, Sept.; 38-42. 
The case being made for the advantages of optical 
disc over traditional microfilm for preservation and 
archives is not as clear cut as it may seem. Reasons for 
the long-term use of microfilm are presented. 
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84. , , , , USE, EQUIPMENT. 
LAHOOD (Charles G). Production and use of microfilm in the 
library of congress photoduplication service. Spec, lib. 
51, 2; 1960, Feb.; 68. 
This paper is devoted to the latter aspects of 
microfilm uses, with emphasis on recent applications as 
exemplified at the library of congress photoduplication 
service. Briefly discuss the more traditional uses of 
negative microfilm in the area of documentary reproduction 
in library and research institutions and will conclude 
with descriptions of more recent techniques employed in 
the library of congress photoduplication service. It 
indicates that the place of micro-opaques in library and 
research institutions. Before a discussion was made to 
change over a new equipment, the type of xerox machine. 
85. , , , MICROFORM ADVERTISING. 
BYRNES (Margaret M) . Microform Advertising. LRTS. 24, 4 ; 
1980; 360. 
In this article the author summarizes the 
activities of the RTSD Micropublishing Committee Ad.Hoc 
subcommittee on the Monitoring of Microform Advertising. 
Beginning in Jan. 1977, subcommittee members compared the 
advertising of eightyfour American publisher, including 
all of the major microform producers against a checklist 
of elements derived from the American National Standard 
for the advertising of micropublications. Comments are^ 
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requested from microforms acquisitions and selection 
librarians regarding the quality of the promotional 
materials they receive so that the result of the 
subcommittee's efforts can be more accurately assessed. 
86. , , , , ASPECTS. 
GABRIEF (Michael R) and LADD (Dorothy P) . Microform 
revolution in libraries. J. of lib. & inform, scie. 
Discusses all aspects of microforms as they 
relates to library practices, with chapters as follows: 
Microphotography and early applications in libraries; 
Microformats and associates library collections; computer 
output microfilm; serials in microform; monographs in 
microform; micrographics and government publications; 
library acquisition of microforms and reading equipment; 
performance of microforms compared to hard copy, and 
prospects for the future; and setting up a microform 
facility. 
87. , , , , BASIC MODEL. 
HAWKEN (William R) . Enlarged prints from library 
microforms: A study of processes, equipment and materials. 
ALA.; 1963; 142. 
A study of eight basic models of reader printers 
which are suitable for library purposes. Gives full 
description, specification, operation and analysis of 
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each. Points out the faults and makes the recommendations 
for the improvement of design and construction. 
88. , , , , CHALLENGE. 
KHAN (A Akhlaq). Microforms : Need of the hour. Indian 
librarian. 23, 2; 1978, Sept.; 51. 
Libraries are faced with a great challenge these 
days. In this paper, the author has attempteld to show 
that the challenge can be met by a switch from the printed 
word to the microforms. The user resistance is claimed to 
be a major ostacle in the way to switch over. Many studies 
have shown that user resistance can be adequately overcome 
by provision of better reading elquipment, standardization 
of microforms, and improved classification and indexing 
techniques, and most important of all the change in 
librarian's own attitude towards microforms. The four 
forms of microtext most common in the U.S.A. are 35 mm, 
roll microfilm, microfiche, and the two microopaque forms 
3 by 5 inch microcard, and 6 by 9 inch microprint. 
89. , , , , DEVELOPMENT AND USE. 
GENT (Fiona). Microform : A solution in search of a 
problem. J. of Micrographics. 2, 1; 1983; 15-20. 
Examines the reasons for the development and use 
has arisen as a result of economic pressures on libraries 
and publishers. If, as seems likely, computer systems 
become able to complete with microforms in econom.ic terms 
the microform may soon disappear. 
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90. , , , , DEVELOPMENTS. 
Malhan (JV). Microforms: Their uses and abuses and a users 
survey. laslic bull. 23, 1; 1978, Mar.; 11. 
Describes the microforms and their historical 
development, their various types in use and merits and 
demerits. Includes interviews with graduate, postgraduate 
students research scholars and faculty members at Punjab 
University's Geology Department Library offers various 
suggestions for microforms use to libraries. 
91. , , , , ECONOMIC FACTOR. 
FEATHER (John). Microforms and scholarly library. 
Microdoc. 18, 1; 1979; 16-24. 
Microform copies of rare and fragile archival 
materials protect the originals by providing a generally 
acceptable substitute for them, allowing multiple copies 
to be made and preventing excessive use of originals. 
Analyses the economic factors involved in using microforms 
a conservation agents. Examines the possibilities of 
cooperation between micropublisher and research librarian 
in the micropublication of collections of archival 
material. 
92. , , , , EVOLUTION. 
PARASNATH. Accent on microforms. Her. Lib. Scie. 18, 1-2; 
1979, Jan-Apr.; 26-30. 
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Defines microforms. Traces in brief their 
evaluationary history. Describes different types of 
microforms. Enumerates advantages and disadvantages of 
each type. Points the future of microforms. 
93. , , , , FACILITIES, MANAGEMENT. 
CHATTERJEE (Rana Pratap) and SEN (Subir K) . Microform 
management in Indian libraries : A survey. laslic bull. 
37, 1; 1992, Mar.; 31. 
Twenty two special and academic libraries in and 
around Calcutta including the National Library of India 
were surveyed to assess the available microform facilities 
and their management. Many of the very important libraries 
do not have any facility at all. Expert for three 
organisation, there are no separate microform sections and 
the microform management is a highly neglected area. Some 
suggestions for betterment have been made. 
94. , , , , GENERAL DEVELOPMENT. 
BORN (Lester K ) . History of microform activity. Lib. 
Trends. 8, 3; 1960, Jan.; 348-358. 
Eversince the invention of microfilm for library 
purposes in 1930, many individual and cooperative efforts 
have been made for developing various forms of microforms. 
Deals with the general development of microforms. 
95. , , , , HISTORY, TYPES. 
SAXENA (TP) . Microforms : A survey. Micro. Doc. 8, 3; 
1960; 10. 
Traces the history of microphotography and various 
types of microforms. Gives an interesting account of the 
history of the application of photographic duplication in 
India. Explains the working of microfilm camera, 
microfiche camera, microfilm reader and microfiche reader 
with diagram. 
96. , , , , IMPORTANCE. 
MITRA (DP). User attitude to microforms in academic 
libraries. Lib H. 22, 1; 1983, Apr.; 54-59. 
Discusses the advantages of microform and its 
importance as one of the communication media of the 
future. Points out user's negatve feelings to the format. 
Analyses major reasons for user's inconvenience. Indicates 
the steps to be taken in order to reduce user's resistance 
and to promotemicroform use. 
97. , , , , NEW DEVELOPMENT, PROBLEM. 
ASLESON (Robert F). Microforms : Where Do They Fit? LRTS. 
15, 1; 1971; 57. 
Microforms produce for library purposes have made 
available reprints, original publications, and replacement 
copies. While microforms have not been completely accepted 
by users, they have provided a low cost, quality product 
S7 
which, in many cases, can be produced on demand, using 
microfilm as the intermediate is a relatively new 
development i.e. Copyflo machine is a xerographic machine 
that produces copies from microfilm. As to the future of 
microforms, there are a very large number of new entries 
into the microforms publishing business. There are 
problem. The major problem continues to be a lack of user 
acceptance. 
98. , , , , NEW TRENDS. 
WILLIAMS (BJS) and WRIGHT (GH). Microforms : An active 
tools for library systems. Micro Doc. 6, 1; 1967; 3-14. 
Gives reasons for the failure of microforms in 
making their impact in British libraries. New trends in 
documentation present the possibilities of their 
application in the libraries. The use of microfiche for 
U.S. government publication is of great significance. 
99. , , , , KINDS, EQUIPMENT. 
VEIT (Frilz). "Microforms, microform equipment and 
microform use in the education environment". Lib. Trends. 
19, 4; 1971, Apr.; 447. 
In this paper first distinguish between the 
various kinds of microforms. In libraries microforms are 
chiefly used as carriers of microreproduced books, 
periodicals, documents and similar materials. The criteria 
for evaluating microform equipment and review the large 
s o 
variety in both microforms and equipment needed for using 
the various forms. Briefly mention what components are 
required to create a whole microform system, and next, 
indicate the importance of retrieval procedures. Stress 
the potential created by a close interrelationship between 
microform and computers and note the relations and 
comments of various microform user groups which were 
analyzed in several recent studies. Point towards efforts 
to standardization, and finally refers to Intrex, a 
computer based project. 
100- / / , , PROBLEM, TECHNIQUE. 
KONECNY (Stanislav). Microforms, microfilm reader and the 
user. Microdoc. 25, 3; 1983; 71-75. 
The problems connected with the introduction of 
microforms in libraries are dealt with from the aspect of: 
the profession, their technical acceptibility; and their 
effect on the comfort of the readers. The acceptance by 
reader's motivation. This side of the problem should be 
studied in the 1st place where a new information system is 
planned. 
101. , , , , STANDARD, PROBLEM. 
EICHHORN (S ara). Standards for public service of microform 
collections. Microform Rev. 13, 2; 1984; 103-107. 
Owing to the special requirements of the mediums 
microforms pose unique problems for those who manage and 
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service them. To enhance the public service of microform 
collections, outlines 5 areas to which standards must 
apply: microform management, policy; the microforms 
librarian; physical environment and equipment; 
bibliographic control; and promotion of microform use. 
10 2. , , , , TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, TOOLS. 
KRISHNAN (A). Microform document comes of age. LH. 8, 1-2; 
1965, July; 111-117. 
Describes the advantages of photocopying as the 
same has made copying expeditious, error proof and 
economical. Discusses the numerous tools for the 
acquisition of microform documents. States the type of 
equipment required for the use of microform document. 
103. , , , , TYPES, ROLE, SYSTEMS. 
SRIDHAR (MS). Prospects and problems of microforms in 
libraries. J. of Lib. & Inf. Sc. 6, 2; 1981; Dec. 
Describes how microforms have become inevitable 
recording media. Defines microform, explains popular types 
of microforms, concepts and terminologies relating to 
micrographics, examines the positive roles of microforms. 
Enumerates opportunities and threats posed by microforms. 
Provides a representative list of sources for selection of 
microform literature. Emphasises systems approach in 
designing a 'micrographics unit' for a library. One of the 
important aspects in developing micrographics in a library 
UJ 
is to consider it as a system. It is very necessary to 
identify its relation with other systems such as 
reprographics, automation, etc. 
104. , , , , USE. 
FARRINGTON (Jean Walter). Use of microforms in 
libraries: Concerns of the past ten years. Serial 
librarian. 10, 2; 1986; 195-199. 
The use of microforms in libraries has grown over 
the past 10 years, and microform will continue to be an 
appropriate medium for preserving certain types of 
materials. The future use of microforms is clouded by the 
potential storage capabilities of the new disc 
technologies. Yet noteworthy advances have been made in 
bibliographic control of microforms and in quality of 
readers and printers available. A review of the recent 
literature traces the changes in microform use and 
technology and the increased emphasis on educating users 
to the benefits of microforms. 
105. , , , MICROGRAPHIC-CONTENT AND PURPOSE. 
BAKER (GG). International micrographics standards. 
Microdoc. 18, 3; 1979; 90-91. 
The persistent efforts of these concerned with the 
production and distribution of British standards relating 
to micrographics has resulted in a much greater awareness 
of the content and purpose of British micrographics 
lOi 
standards. ISOs for micrographics are dealt with by the 
Association Francaise de Normalisation (AFNOR) and the 
growth of micrographics work has resulted in formation of 
a separate committee, TC 171. Discusses the work of this 
committee of its working groups. 
106. , , , , DEVELOPMENT, STANDARD. 
KIDD (Harry B)• Micrographics standards in libraries. 
Microform Rev. 13, 2; 1984; 93-96. 
Discusses the role of the Association for 
Information and Image Management (AIIM) in the development 
and sponsorship of standards for micrographics applicable 
to libraries. Examine in detail those standards relating 
to microformats, the assessment of microform quality, and 
archival conditions. 
107. , , , , EQUIPMENT. 
JONES (ML). User maintenance of micrographic equipment. 
Reprographic Quarterly. 12, 3; 1979; 84-86. 
Micrographic equipment requires regular cleaning, 
maintenance and repair if it is to give optimum results. 
Some of the simpler maintenance routines necessary for 
production equipment can be carried out by the user. 
Describes machine installation and service contracts for 
specialised repairs. Lists the tools necessary for the 
maintenance of micrographic equipment, and describes the 
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cleaning and maintenance of cameras and COM recorders, 
processors, jacket leaders and duplicators. 
108. 
SRIDHAR (MS). "So you want to Buy Micrographics Equipment". 
J. of Lib & inform. Scie. 8, 2; 1983, Dec; 182. 
Based on the practical experience of the author at 
ISRO satellite centre library, the paper highlights the 
predominant features and specifications for microform 
readers and reader-printers, fit falls in acquiring 
micrographics equipments. Provides a checklist for 
choosing appropriate user and enumerates procedure to buy 
suitable equipment for small and medium size libraries. 
Finally suggests unified professional efforts in setting 
up of micrographics facilities to make microforms more 
popular among user community. 
109. , , , , SOUTH AFRICA. 
HAAG (DE). Micrographics in South African Libraries. 
S.Afr. Lib. 47, 3; 1980, Jan.; 109-111. 
South African libraries have been finding further 
uses stemming from the 2 most obvious advantages of 
micrographics, firstly, micrographics are a fast, easy and 
inexpensive means of copying. Secondly the compactness of 
micrographics has reduced costs and solved many of the 
problems associated with the handling, storage and binding 
10 
of large, heavy publications such as news papers and 
periodicals. The state library has been actively involved 
in the placing on microfiche of the official records of 
other southern African states. On an international level 
South Africa maintains a keen interest in cooperation and 
standardisation. 
110. , , , MICROGRAPHY. 
GOULARD (C). Micrography in everyday life. J. of Micro-
graphics. 16, 4; 1979, Aug.; 147-149. 
Micrography is increasingly used to reduce the 
volume and weight of material stored or transported, to 
preserve documents frequently handled, to simplify storage 
by adapting a uniform size, to provide permanent copies of 
out of print material, and to facilitate automatic search 
are retrieval. Current microforms include roll microfilm, 
aperture cards and microfiches. Production requires 
substantial outlays and users are alienated by the need 
for expensive readers and by psychological objections. 
111. , , , MICROGRAPHY-ASPECTS. 
GUNTHER (Alfred). Microphotography in the library. Unesco 
bull. 16, 1; 1962, Feb.; 1-22. 
Aspects discussed are : (1) characteristics and 
forms of microphotographs; (ii) library application of 
microphotography, (iii) Handling of microphotographs; (iv) 
photographic laboratory; (v) production of microphotographs 
Hi X 
112. , , , , HISTORY. 
LUTHER (Frederic). Microformats. Lib. J. 86, 13; 1961, 
July; 2425-2430. 
Traces the history of microphotography which has 
culminated into microfilms. Deals with micro-texts of 
different types. 
113. , , , , PROBLEM, EQUIPMENT. 
LEWIS (Chester M) . Interrelationship of microfilm, 
copying devices and information retrieval. Spec. Lib. 53, 
3; 1962, Mar.; 130. 
The diazo process. A second copying method is a 
dye transfer or soft gelatin transfer. Thermography, or 
the heat transfer process. The diffusion transfer process. 
The last copying method is the electrophotographic in 
which there are two separate processes i.e. xerography and 
the Electrofax process. A major area of concern is the 
field of microphotography and its related problems of 
microreproduction. Present and future elquipment used in 
producing enlargements from originals or micro-originals 
are integral parts of equipment that will be utilized in 
future system. 
115. , , , MICRO-REPRODUCTION. 
BISHOP (Charles). Microcard production of single 
journal articles. Am. Doc. 7; 1956; 33-35. 
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To summarize this whole operation that we have, 
devised a simple routine whereby we can obtain microfilm 
negatives suitable for microcard production. Also devised 
a simple in expensives method whereby a composite negative 
for a microcard can be left standing, so, that it can be 
reprinted at any future time. Microreproduction seems to 
be the only obvious way to cut the cost of reproduction. 
By present methods of production a single microcard is 
inevitably more expensive than a microfilm strip. For the 
individual research worker who needs a single microcopy of 
a single journal article. 
115. , , , , EQUIPMENT, SYSTEM. 
VEANER (Allen B). Developments in reproduction of library 
materials and graphic communication, 1967. LRTS. 12, 2; 
1968; 203. 
1967 was the year of the micropublication. Ever 
since xerox corporation was wise enough to acquire 
University Microfilms. The National Cash Register Company 
purchased an established micropublication concern, 
Microcard Corporation. IBM's Information Record Division 
entered the field with Microzip, the National Zip Code 
Directory on microfiche, and microphoto began operating 
the ERIC Central Reproduction Service on behalf of the 
U.S. Office of education's Clearing houses in Education 
Research. A variety of smaller films turned up. Microbiz, 
Micro Image News, and Microform Data systems. The second 
IG, 
International Congress on Reprography convened in cologne, 
and British National Reprographic centre has been formed 
at Hatfield College of Technology. A large variety of 
microreproduction equipment and systems was exhibited. 
Although manufacturers brought out some new machines and 
models. There were no new devices of special significance 
for library photocopying. 
116. , , , , , USE. 
DIAZ (Albert). Microreproduction Information Sources. 
LRTS. 11, 2; 1967; 211. 
All libraries having a serious interest in micro-
reproduction should consider. The best complete source for 
equipment specifications is the Guide to Microreproduction 
Equipment. Microforms sold on a regular basis (i.e., 
listed, promoted, and sold) are found in the Guide to 
Microforms in Print. Microforms created by libraries for 
internal use or preservation purposed all the most 
difficult to keep track of. Microform publishing, however 
has grown tremendously in the last five years so that 
conventional lists are bibliographies are not enough to 
give full coverage. It seems fairly evident that the use 
of microforms will continue. 
117. , , , , TECHNIQUE. 
TATE (Vernon D) . Microreproduction and the Acquisitions 
Program. Lib. Trends. 3, 4; 1955, Aprl.; 432. 
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When in the late 1920's the first of many micro-
photographic processes of documentary reproduction winked 
dimly above the bibliographic horizon. The path of 
microreproduction has been neither direct nor smooth; 
there have been mistakes, misconceptions, misapplications, 
dead ends, and controversies. Processes that are really 
complementary or supplementary. Microreproduction may be 
divided in terms of the physical forms of the product into 
seven classification. Two major subdivisions are: 
microtransparencies, textual material on a transparent 
support read by transmitted light, and micro opaques, 
textual reproductions on an opaque support usually paper 
read by reflected light. The microtechniques as described 
four types of activity with certain subdivisions in each 
case; "Single copy to order; multicopy or project work; 
file negatives; and publcation or republication. There are 
certain myths about microreproduction that although long 
exploded continually reappear. 
118. , , , MODERN METHOD. 
MAJUMDAR (GK). Place of photographic services in the 
library. Indian lib. Assoc. 2, 3&4; 1966, July-Dec. 
Reprography is one of the necessities of modern 
library sevice. There has been a great increase in the use 
of microfilm and photocopying devices in the library world 
during the last thirty years. The progress made in modern 
in: 
microfilming method in the late 1920's helped forsighted 
librarians to meet their needs and within a decade, most 
libraries were engaged in microform activity, at least to 
some degree. The photoduplication laboratory of a library 
may serve four basic functions, depending on the purpose 
for which it is established and how the functions are 
represented. These are : (1) Service to scholar, (2) 
Internal service, (3) special services, and (4) 
Non-library connected services. 
119. ,_, , , MODERN TECHNIQUES. 
DAVIES (J Eric). Microform in libraries : A (fescription 
and some observations. Aslib proc. 10; 1978; 13-31. 
Considerable advances have taken place in 
equipment used to produce and exploit materials; the 
processes used to create microforms and their interface 
with the computer have been widely exploited to create COM 
and CUM. Microform formats include : roll microfilm, 
unitised microfilm, microfiche, superfiche/ultrafiche, 
jacketed fiche, microopaques and miniaturised print. 
12 0. , , , NATIONAL MICROFILM-SPAIN. 
BELDA (Luis Somchez). National microfilm service of 
Spain. Unesco bull, for lib. 10; 1956; 108-109. 
A microfilm services can have various tasks, such 
as the establishment of copies as a measure of security 
against the possible destruction of original document, the 
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constitution of supplementary archives, or the provision 
of facilities for research workers. The Spanish National 
Microfilm Service, which is under the control of the 
Directorate - General of Archives and Libraries, has 
undertaken to tasks most calculated to meet Spanish needs 
the supervision of the photographic laboratories of all 
archives, and the supply of microfilm copies required by 
research workers. 
121. , , , NEW MACHINE-DESCRIPTION. 
WEBB (Thompson). Microcopy, Near-Print and the new film 
composing machines. Library Quarterly. 24, 1; 1995, Jan.; 
111. 
The journals these days are full of descriptions 
of new machines for photographing, duplicating, composing, 
and printing. Our ears ring with "Rotofoto", "Linolith", 
"Justowriter", and "Flexoprint". Perhaps therefore an 
article running rapidly over a considerable number of 
processes and machines may help to provide some shape to 
the subject. Microfilm must be considered here briefly as 
one means of copying. Micro-opaques : the potential demand 
for a title exceeds ten or fifteen copies, the duplicating 
cost can be reduced by making positive prints from 
microfilm negatives on opaque white paper. Offset printing 
is a form of lithography. Near print : where type writer 
composition is reluctantly agreed on, every effort is made 
11 u 
to find a typing process which looks as much like 
conventional type as possible so called Near print. Film 
composing machine has been developed. 
12 2. , , , NEW ORDERING PROCEDURE-GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
DOUGHERTY (Richard M) and BOONE (Samuel M) . Ordering 
Procedure Utilizing the Xerox 914 Electrostatic Process. 
LRTS. 10, 1; 1966; 43. 
University of North Caroline Library the 
mechanical operations, namely typing, proofing and 
preparation of orders for mailing have created a bottle 
neck in the ordering process. General Description of the 
New Ordering Proceduce : Success of the xerography 
procedure hinged on two assumptions : first, that almost 
all order cards received in the Acquisitions Department 
are legible and would not have to be recopied; and, 
second, that some rapid method of reproduction could be 
adopted to our needs, specifically the xerox 914. 
123. , , , PHOTOCOPYING. 
MARSHALL (John). Photocopying and copyright problems for 
colleges and universities. The serial librarian. 15, 3-4; 
1988; 63. 
Inspite of an increasing awareness of the 
potential risk of copyright infringement as a result of 
multiple copying, college and university faculty members 
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continue to use photocopies of journal articles and other 
published material for classroom teaching activities. In 
many courses there is a need for current and immediately 
updated information which may only be supplied by 
photocopying of recently published material. This 
photocopying, as a general rule, does not supplant the 
market for professional journals nor does it cause any 
realistic financial harm to publishers. This article will 
attempt to address these concerns and suggest an 
alternative for a more appropriate way of dealing with 
these copying issues. 
124. , , , , ANALYSIS. 
HAWKEN (William R) . Photocopying from bound volumes : A 
study of machines, methods and materials; supplement no. 
3. ALA.; 1964; 40. 
Analysis of : Vico-matic Copier of Victoreen 
Instrument Co.; Dry photocopier models 209, 76 of 3M Co.; 
Transparency Maker Model 70 of 3M Co.; Sightscope Exposing 
Unit and Star Photocopier of Pacer Inc. 
125. , , , , COST FACTOR. 
SHAW (Ralph R) . Photocopying saves money. ALA Bull. 55, 9; 
1961, Oct.; 802-804. 
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Analyses the cost factor to prove that 
photocopying is cheaper than reproduction by typing. 
Brings out other advantages of photocopying and adds that 
photocopying can be used for book charging, carld 
preparation, book ordering and for replying letters. 
126. , , , , IMPORTANCE AND PROBLEMS. 
SETH (Mahendra Kumar). Photocopying service in a special 
library : An analytical study. laslic bull. 37, 1; 1992, 
Mar.; 39. 
Use of photocopying service in a special library, 
its importance and problems faced while providing the 
services to its users, and analysis of the data on 
photocopying of different documents in the library of RRL, 
Bhubaneswar is provided. Also, few guidelines for the 
effective utilization of photocopying services in similar 
types of Research Laboratories are suggested. 
127. , , , , KIND, OBJECTIVE. 
Photocopying and the law. The lib. Assoc, record. 67, 11; 
1965; 397. 
The right of libraries of various kinds and of 
individuals, to make photocopies of copyright material is 
widely misinterpreted. In general, the public at large 
have wider rights than is often supposed; on the other 
hand, usually through ignorance of the law, abuse tends to 
be widespread. The object of this statement is to set out 
11 n 
the facts. There are two main points : (1) substantial 
part; (2) substantial part is involved, such copying may 
be permissible under the copyright Act, 1965, as fair 
dealing (a) for the purpose of research or private study 
(b) for the purpose of published criicism or review. 
128. , , , , LEGAL PROVISION, TECHNIQUE. 
WYLIE (DM). Photocopying - the new heresy? Newzealand lib. 
39, 5; 1976, Oct.; 174. 
This article is to examine tthe legal provisions 
that do exist, the difference in legislation in certain 
countries, and in that context to consider the stand 
points takenby various groups. While photocopying 
techniques of one kind or another have existed for a long 
time. The failure of the monastic houses to come to terms 
with printing cannot reasonably be hold to be a cause of 
their decline. To many printing was not just new, but 
heretical leading too easily to the spread of knowledge, 
ideas, and undesirable opinions. It is perhaps not too 
fanciful to suggest. One suggested solution offered to the 
whole photocopying questiones that of a "general licence". 
There is a very high proportion of copying of documents 
rather than publications : reports, letters, lecture notes 
and so on. Libraries refused to accept the implications. 
•il -* / 
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129. , , , , NEED. 
SHERPARD (Martha). Library Services and Photocopying. 
LRTS. 10, 3; 1966; 331. 
The use of copying in improving public service are 
so obvious that some of them hardly need to be mentioned. 
Most widely used, is the subsituttion of xerox copies, 
photostats, and microfilms for inter library loans. A 
second way at improving public service is to provide 
various types of copying to the users of the library for a 
nominal charge so hat they do not have to transcribe he 
material themselves. The replacing of lost or multilated 
pages is another application of copying which saves 
readers the frustration of finding that what they want is 
missing from tthe volumes they are using; microfilming is 
usually cheaper than binding, particularly for files of 
newspapers and periodicals. A valuable services can be 
given by photo copying illustrations or original pictures 
for reproduction in forthcoming publications. Such items 
which are infrequently demand, xerox, phoostat, or 
microfilm copies can be substituted. 
130. , , , , NEW TREASON. 
WHITE (Harold T) . Phoocopying - The new treason ? New 
Zealand lib. 40, 1; 1977. 
The book trade believes the copyright Act defecive 
inprotecting he interests of copyright material owners and 
users from damage caused by multiple photocopying. A 
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consensual and widely promulgated code of practice is 
advocated, with consequen prosecution of blatent 
offenders. Phoocopying of books in libraries here seems 
unlikely tto do the damage it causes when done in schools 
and teachers, colleges. Photocopying brings any 
disadvanages to the provider of the written world. 
131. , , , , SERVICE. 
PALMER (Trevor). British Library Lending Division's 
Overseas photocopy survey. Interlending Rev. 13, 2; 1985, 
Apr.; 47-48. 
British librlary lending division performs regular 
surveys of the photocopy service, one of which looks at he 
dermined for photocopies of articles from outside the UK, 
since the photocopy service accounts for 93% of the total 
international service, it can be used as a reliable 
measure of overall demand from abroad. This represented 
1.2% of all international photocopy requests received in 
1983-84. 
132. , , , , SERVICE-BLLD . 
MCELROY (A Rennie). Photocopies versus offprints : Does 
the user of photocopies rather than offprints affect 
scholarly communication? Interlending Rev. 8, 4; 1980, 
Oct. ,134-136. 
The photocopy services of the British library 
lending Division (BLLD) is discouraging readers from 
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requesting offprints from authors photocopies are much 
quicker and easier to obtain. Authors are thus being 
deprived of potentially valuable contact with interested 
colleagues. This conclusion is based or the author's own 
experience with published papers. 
133. , , , , SERVICE-USE. 
DORASWAMY (M) and REDDY (V Pulla). Use of photocopying 
service in SV university library : A study. laslic bull. 
40, 4; 1995, Dec; 157. 
Analysis of data collected from 1,067 
'photocopying Requisition Form's maintained by SV 
university library reveals that research scholars arle 
using the photocopying service intensively compared to 
other categories of users. The study also reveals that the 
users of non-science disciplines are using this service 
much more than the users of science and engineering 
disciplines. Books are mostly used for photocopying in 
comparison to periodicals. The latest volumes of books and 
periodicals in English are requisitiened for photocopying. 
L34. , , , , TECHNOLOGY-DEVELOPMENT. 
PAINTER (Derek). Copier : Review of developments. 
Reprographic Quarterly. 16, 1; 1983; 21-23. 
Traces the main developments in photocopier 
technology from the introduction of the xerox 1385 in 1950 
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upto the present generation of high speed intelligent 
copier. The 2 main aims of the copier manufactures have 
been to improve throughout speed and image quality and the 
author notes some of the measures taken to achieve these 
objectives. The most significant recent development has 
been the widespread incorporation of microprocessors in 
the design of copiers which has led to improved image 
quality and reliability and the current generation of 
intelligent copiers such as the xerox 9700. 
135. , , , PHOTODUPLICATION LABORATORY-ESTABLISHMENT . 
MULLER (Robert H) . Policy questions relating to library 
photoduplication laboratories. Lib. Trends. 8, 3; 1960, 
Jan.; 414-431. 
The establishment of photoduplication laboratory 
in a library is an economic question. The libraries with 
rare and valuable collections should have such 
laboratories and they should be prepared to make copies at 
reasonable rates. Otherwise commercial laboratories should 
be considered if they can produce copies at cheaper rates. 
136. , , , PHOTOGRAPHY-DEVELOPMENT. 
JORGENSEN (WE). This works for us : photocopying cards in 
list form. Spec, lib. 56, 1; 1965, Jan.; 55. 
The typewriter is still an indispensable tool for 
libraries, but new developments in photography and quick 
11 -^  
copying machines are making it less necessary to use a 
typewriter to copy material already in typed or printed 
form such as library catalog cards, copying machines are 
particularly useful in converting the text from cards to 
sheets for preparing bibliographies, acquisitions lists, 
inventories, directories, membership lists, or mailing 
lists. The cards are placed on the easal as shown in the 
illustration. 
137. , , , , DEVELOPMENT, FORMS, USE. 
DATTA (N). Photo-Duplication Services : Their origin, 
development and some suggestions for Indian University 
Libraries. Library Herald. 6, 2-3; 1963, Oct.; 154-162. 
Traces the development of photography and its 
adoption by libraries in different parts of the world. 
States the various forms of photographing of documents. 
States that the use of microphotography in libraries help 
in interlibrary loan, replacement of unserviced documents, 
storage building and the acquisition of back files of 
periodicals. Discusses the working of photographic 
departments in university libraries in U.S.A. and India. 
Suggests that University Grants Commission should set-up 
photo-duplication centres in different region of the 
country. Outlines the functions of these centres and the 
plan for setting up of the photo-duplication laboratory. 
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138. , , , , HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT. 
BALLOU (HW). Photography and the library. Lib. Trends. 5, 
2; 1956, Oct.; 265-293. 
This history of photography is outlined with 
special mention of its earliest uses for documentary 
reproduction and preservation, and in librarianship. The 
various photoduplication processes are described, with 
notes on their history and uses. Possible future 
developments are mentioned. It is pointed out that nearly 
all of the newest and most economical developments will 
not be cheap enough for small scale use for sometime. 
Comparative costs for photoduplication are given, and a 
list of printed sources of information concerning 
equipment for each of the main processes considered. 
139. , , , , METHOD. 
BEARDSLEY (Neil F) . Photography of Altered And Foded 
manuscripts. Lib. J. 61, 22; 1936, Dec; 96. 
This use of photography in making legible foded 
and erased portions of old man scripts is not new and yet 
there seem to be comparatively few detailed instructions 
available in the literature. Each separate manuscript 
seems to be a problem by itself, but the methods to be 
tried fall into four main classes : (1) reflected 
ultraviolet light; (2) fluorescence produced by ultra-
violet light; (3) color filters with visible light and (4) 
infra-red light. 
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140. , , , , MOVEMENT DEVELOP. 
RUSH (Charles E) . Micro-photography abroad. Lib. J. 61, 
22; 1936, Dec; 948. 
More and more as present photographic movement 
develop. Rough notes regarding the latter have been placed 
in the hands of the members of the American Library 
Association committee on photographic reproduction 
materials. In contrast to such encouraging finds the 
report must be made that the continent is seriously is 
needed of good projection devices suited to adequate 
reading of page images. Doubtless the most instent 
question at this moment from American libraries is where 
and how film reproduction can be obtained in Europe. 
141. , , , , NEW POSSIBILITIES. 
ROUX (Jean Yves). Photographic laboratory in 
University libraries. Bull. Biblioth. Fr. 24, 8; 1979, 
Aug.; 409-413. 
A keeper in the science section of Rennes inter-
university library discusses the new possibilities which 
photography presents in the fields of : (1) documentation: 
improved reprographic techniques and their applications; 
(2) conservation the use of microfilm in archives and for 
loans; (3) teaching : the reproduction of illustrative 
material, both archival and original, for internal and 
loan purposes; and (4) technology : the adaptation of 
material for special purposes. 
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14 2. , , , PHOTOGRAPHIC-METHOD. 
MULLINS (L). Direct positive photocopying in the library. 
Unesco bull, lib. 9, 6; 1955, June; 106. 
Within the last few years a new simple photo-
graphic method has eliminated the need for making a 
negative copy before obtaining the positive, facsimile 
tone, copy of an original document. As already mentioned, 
the photographic paper required is of a special kind 
designed for making direct positive contact copies. As 
might be expected special chemical are required for the 
stabilization technique. So far the description has been 
limited to the copying of single-sided : several other 
methods of obtaining direct positive copies are now 
available, eg. Agfa, 'copyrapid', Eastman Kodak 'verifax'. 
Perhaps the most immediate application of this process in 
libraries is in the copying of documents. 
143. , , , , REPRODUCTION. 
NOLAN (Margaret P). Release of photographic 
reproduction of Art objects. Spec, lib. 56, 1; 1965, Jan.; 
42. 
One phase of this unseen operation involves the 
procedures used for releasing photographic reproductions 
of the collections. Many latters are received daily 
requesting photographs, photostats, transparencies, and so 
forth. In addition to photographic releases, the museum's 
collection includes 225,000 slides in color and black and 
1"2 
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white. The photograph may not be reproduced in any medium, 
including television, without specific written permission 
from the secretary of the museum. 
144. , , , , SERVICES-PROBLEMS. 
MAJUMDAR (GK). Library personnel in photographic services. 
ILA Bull. 4, 3; 1968, Sept.; 82-86. 
There is at present a scarcity of library 
personnel trained in photographic services. Examines 
various problems of personnel in photographic services. 
145. , , , , TECHNIQUE, EQUIPMENT. 
RAJAGOPAL (C) . Photographic parameters of reprography. 
Lib. Scie. 17, 1; 1980, Mar.; 90. 
The modern reprographic processes rely heavily on 
photographic techniques and hence the important 
photographic parameters of reprography are briefly 
outlined in this paper. Special emphasis is placed on 
optical parameters, photographic equipment and correct 
processing. 
146. , , , PHOTOREPRODUCTION . 
KIERSKY (Loretta J). General and special aspects of 
photoreproduction. Spec, lib. 48; 1957, Nov.; 401. 
Reproduction of original material is a much 
discussed subject, particularly by those concerned with 
147, 
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the dissemination of information. The use of reproductions 
rather than originals is not new. To determine how useful 
the tool can be, decide first what it is we want to do, in 
terms of the functions of an information centres. Next we 
should investigate the available reproduction services 
with the idea in mind of obtaining the greatest efficiency 
of minimum cost. Finally, we should decide what available 
reproduction services. 
OSTER (Gerald). Photoreproduction. American Doc. 12, 4; 
1961, Oct.; 285. 
The service of photoreproduction has undergone 
revolutionary developments during the past few years. 
Although photography was invented in the early nineteenth 
century, it has been only in the last few years that one 
could snap a picture and obtain a finished photograph in 
less than a minute. The development of simple 
office-copying techniques for the reproduction of letter 
and other documents is of very recent origin. Perhaps less 
well known but certainly of equal importance are the new 
photographic techniques for obtaining a matrix for 
printing, that is, a printing plate obtained by 
photographic means. It is the purpose of the present 
article to acquaint the reader with the scientific basis 
of photoreproduction techniques. Since historically, and 
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perhaps economically, photomechanical techniques are of 
greatest importance. 
, FACILITIES. 
KLEMPNER (Irving M) . Influence of photoreproduction in 
library operations. Lib. Trends. 7, 3; 1963; 244-253. 
Brings out that photoreproduction is to facilitate 
service to the reader rather than to save space, save 
binding costs and for preserving material. Xerography can 
provide a better means for sending material on 
inter-library loan instead of sending the periodical. 
149. , , , , GUIDE. 
CHAPMAN (Ronald F). Beginner's guide to library photo-
duplication. Lib. RTS. 16, 2; 1972; 262. 
How does a recent library school graduate 
appointed to supervise the photoduplication department in 
a university library familiarize himself with the duties 
of the position and with the field of reprography in 
general? A check list of twenty areas is offered as a 
guide to the noice. This is a brief and unabashed "how to 
do it" presentation. 
150. , , , PLATE MAKING. 
GOEL (Arjman Chand). Plate making processes in reprography. 
Indian librarian. 15, 3; 1977; 22. 
Uu 
Discusses plate making for stencil method, offset 
and litho printing processes. Gravure plate making has 
also been discussed. 
151. , , , PRESENT AND FUTURE. 
SIMMIELR (Otto). Reprographics, present and future. 32, 4; 
1980; 184-189. 
Considers 2 major research trends : microfilming 
of large library stock with a local decentralisation of 
use through reprographic methods and micrographic storage 
for users, and creation of information work places with 
combined micrographic, reprographic, and computer 
technology equipment for direct connection with National 
and International networks and with the possibility of 
intermediate storage of user data bases for certain 
subjects and for a specific period of time. 
152. , , , PROBLEMS-DEVELOPING TECHNIQUES. 
LUTHER (Frederic). Language of lilliput : A thesaurus 
for users of microfilm. Lib. J. 86, 5; 1961, Mar.; 
929-932. 
Brings out the problems created by the developing 
techniques of microphotography particularly by many types 
of equipment. Also enumerates the responsibilities of a 
librarian in the preparation of items for microfilming. 
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153. , , , , USES. 
WILLIAMS (Bernard JS). Document delivery and reproduction 
survey October 1985. FID News bull. 35, 11; 1985, Nov.; 
87-90. 
Focuses on the problems of preservation of non-
prior media: microforms; magnetic media; on line services; 
and optical and compact discs. Examines questions of legal 
deposit, obsolescence and integrity. Considers the use of 
copiers and micrographics. 
154. , , , PROCESSES. 
VERRY (HR). Process selection for document reproduction. 
Unesco bull for lib. 17, 5; 1963, Oct.; 269-274. 
The size, quality, colour and nature of the 
originals; the number of the copies required and should 
these be permanent or otherwise are some of the 
considerations which decide the choice of the reprographic 
process. Various copying processes have been discussed. 
Deals with microfilming cameras, duplicating and 
addressing machines also. 
155. , , , REFLEX COPYING-METHOD, PURPOSE. 
MINTO (CS). Reflex copying for libraries. The lib, assoc. 
record. 44, 5; 1942, May; 54. 
The reflex method of copying is coming 
increasingly into favour with commercial firms, banks. 
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legal and other offices for the duplication of records. 
For this purpose it can hardly be improved upon as it 
gives a cleaner copy than photostat without involving the 
user in the expense of a photostat machine. The purpose of 
this article is three fold : to suggest and record methods 
of applying the process to the copying of book pages; to 
describe the simple apparatus and materials required; and 
to provide a basis for the assessment of its value to 
librarians. 
156. , , , , MODERN EQUIPMENT. 
JONES (Graham). Progress in peflex copying : Diazo and 
after. The lib. Assoc, record. 55, 1; 1953, Jan.; 10. 
Reflex copying equipment used until recently had 
two disadvantages, developing prints was laborious and the 
first print obtained was a negative. Modern equipment 
employs either diazo-sensitized photographic papers, 
without these limitations, or an improved form of the 
normal silver-sensitized papers. 
157. , , , RELATIONSHIP, SYSTEM. 
SAFFADY (William) and GAROOGIAN (Rhoda). Micrographics, 
Reprography and Graphic Communications in 1980. LRTS. 25, 
3; 1981, Sept.; 267. 
In the field of micrographics, vendor and user 
attention focussed on COM and CAR systems as well as on 
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the relationship of micrographics to automated office 
technologies. In the fields of reprographics, intelligent 
copiers offered potential for the merger of document 
reproduction with computers and word processing. The most 
media and user attention was, however, given to the 
emerging role of video technology, although the discussion 
was necessarily limited to potential rather than actual 
accomplishments . 
158. , , , REPOSITORIES-ARCHIVAL. 
MATTHEWS (Linda M). Copyright and the duplication of 
personal papers in Archival repositories. Lib. Trends. 32, 
2; 1983; 223. 
Manuscript and Archival repositories across the 
country hold millions of items of unpublished personal 
papers - letters, diaries, journals composition books, 
note books, photographs, sermans, student papers - some 
harboring literacy qualities, most of historical interest 
only. The potential users and uses of such materials are 
almost limitless, as are the objects of their quests. 
Probably the majority of these researchers receive 
photocopies of unpublished documents, which they have 
requested to save time from laborious note-taking in 
preventing errors, or in documenting a claim. Although 
repositories limit photocopying of certain documents for 
various reasons, thousands of pages are copied each year. 
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Photocopying for researchers has been growing steadily and 
will almost certainly continue to increase. 
159. , , , REPRODUCING MAP-EQUIPMENT . 
JUHLIN (Alten P) . Reproduction current practice in map 
libraries. Spec, lib. 51, 5; 1960, June; 247-51. 
Personal equipment may be used within the library 
for reproducing maps. Maps and globes are lent freely for 
TV programs, probably, without any warning regarding 
copyright. Universal copyright convention and probably 
none if the maps are not copyrighted at all. The typical 
library really isn't typical at all, because it includes 
many medium sized libraries, which reproduce very few 
copyrighted maps, as well as the numerically few large 
libraries where the bulk of the reproduction is 
concentrated. The typical large library is obviously more 
continous in its policies. 
160. , , , REPRODUCTION-CURRENT DEVELOPMENT. 
SULLIVAN (Robert C). Developments in Reproduction of 
Library Material and Graphic Communication, 1968. LRTS. 
13, 3; 1969; 391. 
The following General Trends emerge from a review 
of the avalanche of current developments relating to the 
reproduction of library materials and graphic 
communication: Computer output microfilm and photo-
13J 
composition systems; micropublishing projects; sizeable 
grants made for microform research by the U.S. OFFICE OF 
Education; Mounting concern expressed over the 
implications of the pending revision in copyright 
legislation; proliferation of publications documenting 
these and related developments; volume of products, 
elquipments, and services and continued growth in 
professional activities. 
, , , EQUIPMENT, TECHNICAL ASPECT. 
PEARSON (Glenda J ) . Iteproduction of library materials 
in 1991. LRTS. 36, 3; 1992, July; 339. 
Major topics in the literature of the reproduction 
of library materials are bibliographic control of 
microforms, copyright and document delivery issues, 
equipment and the technical aspects of reproduction of 
materials, preservation as it relates both to archival and 
access issues, publishing, and standards. Implications to 
users of these developments are emphasized. 
162. , , , , EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUE. 
BOURKE (Thomas A) . Reproduction of library materials 
in 1990. LRTS. 35, 3; 1991, July; 307. 
The reproduction of library materials literature 
of 1990 is reviewed. Issues include the activities of the 
Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS), 
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bibliographic control, copyright, electronic imaging, 
microforms in libraries, micrographics equipment, micro-
publishing, photocopiers and photocopying, preservation 
microfilming, standards and technical production of 
microforms. 
163. , , , , METHOD. 
WELLISCH (H) . Reproduction of catalogue card on a xerox 
914 copier. Unesco bull, for lib. 18, 3; 1964, June; 
181-21. 
Libraries uses the xerox 914 copier for 
reproduction of documents it is economical to use it also 
useful for the direct reproduction of catalogue cards in 
small quantities. To make, four additional cards by 
retyping takes about 12 minutes whereas the same quality 
reproducted by xerography will be readly in less than half 
a minute. Further advantages of the method are : all 
bibliographical data, including contents notes and 
abstracts, appear on all cards printed for any are 
document; all cards are printed on regular card stock in 
deep-black, colourm, they are very legible and at least as 
durable as typewritten cards. 
164. , , , REQUIREMENTS AND FACTORS. 
BHISIKAR (SK). Geological Maps in Microforms. laslic bull. 
23, 3; 1978, Sept.; 114. 
13: 
In most parts of the world the microform of maps 
has been accepted as a medium a reproduction because of 
its utility in retrieval and reference economy in storage, 
transportation and easy handling. Satisfactory used 
microforms depends upon the number of various maps of 
different scales to be copied, reproduced or reffered to 
for specific requirements. In this paper, an attempt has 
been made to analyse the basic requirements and factors 
which help to enhance and implement the idea of microforms 
of geo-maps, and the various ways and means to be adopted 
to achieve the most satisfactory and consistent results 
with microfilming methods for geo-maps. 
165. , , , SELECTION AND TRAINING 
MAJUMDAR (Gopal Kumar). Library personnel in photographic 
services. Indian lib. Assoc. 4, 3; 1968, July-Sept.; 
82-86. 
This short notes does not attempt to deal with 
library personnel as a whole, but it is intended to 
indicate in a sketchy manner the selection and training of 
the staff in a restricted and limited area of activities 
in a library namely the photoduplication unit. It is felt 
that this has not received the attention and notice of the 
authorities concerned with library organisation in India. 
Microphotography is one of the necessities of modern 
library services. The gap between the professional 
13, 
photographer and the modern reprographer is gradually 
widening. With this gradual widening of the gap between 
the library photocopier and the photographic trade, it was 
in evitable that a new term should have been introduced 
which is called "reprography", "photoduplication", 
"photoreproduction", "microreproduction" or any of the 
various other term used to describe the copying facilities 
of libraries. 
16 6. , , , SERVICE-EXTENSION. 
SEIDELL (Atherton). Microfilm copying as an extension of 
library services. Spec, lib. 35; 1944, Oct.; 417-4919. 
Librarians are given of free hand to improve and 
extend the service they render. It is, however one of the 
most annoying and trouble some of the duties which 
librarians are called upon to perform, but inspite of 
this, its vaXue is generally recognized to be sufficient 
to justify its acceptance as a legitimate extension of 
library service. More recently another means for the wide 
spread and efficient extension of library service has been 
introduced. It may be mentioned in this connection that 
permission was gained for the first installation of 
microfilm copying in a library nearly ten years ago, on 
the assurance to the librarian that microfilm copying 
would replace gradually, the exceedingly vexations and far 
more expensive system of interlibrary loans. 
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167. , , , SHEAF CATALOGUE. 
GUILDING (NW) . Use of the xerox 914 for the 
reproduction of sheaf catalogue entries. J. of Doc. 20, 4; 
1964, Dec; 205. 
Previous accounts of the xerographic duplication 
of catalogue entries have all been concerned with the 
production of offset masters. For libraries with a sheaf 
catalogue there is of course no such obstacle to the use 
of xerography in preparing catalogue entries. To make the 
duplication of entries for the science section possible it 
was necessary to transfer its author catalogue to sheaf 
slips. After xeroxing, the duplicated slips are filed 
behind the manuscript slip. The greater disadvantage of a 
sheaf as compared with a card catalogue is the length of 
time taken of file the entries. The advantages of 
xerography are by now well known. 
168. , , , SYSTEMS. 
MORGAN (TJ). Reprographic services in libraries. Aslib. 
proc. 24, 4; 1970, Jan.; 143-51. 
A photocopier is now regarded as an essential part 
of the furniture of most libraries. There are two 
different systems of electrostatic copying currently 
available, i.e. transfer and xerox process, other 
manufactures employ a process similar to xerox copying. 
The principal multiple copying process are diazo copying. 
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the three duplicating systems, spirit duplicating, stenci 
duplicating and offset lithography; and xerox duplicating. 
These developments in hardware give birth to the concept 
of the duplicating library as opposed to the more 
conventional circulating library. To realise the full 
benefits of the microfilm based library of the future will 
requires the application of efficient retrieval systems. 
169. , , , TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT. 
WRIGHT (GH) and PAGE (SB). Development in document 
reproduction. Asst. lib. 55, 10; 1962, Oct.; 190-199. 
Deals with the administrative and technical 
development of reprography. On administrative side, 
reference is made to the Council of Microphotography and 
Document Reproduction and Institute of Reprographic 
Technology. On technical side, the process like infra-red, 
reflex, direct positive and dye-line are given. Deals with 
spirit, stencil and offset processes too. 
170. , , , TECHNIQUES. 
DUYVIS (FD). Document reproduction services : their 
efficient organization and management. Unesco Bull. Libr. 
14, 6; 1960, Nov-Dec.; 241-259. 
The present report is concerned with management 
and efficiency aspects of document copying methods and 
apparatus, technical descriptions of which are given in 
171, 
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the International Federation for Documentation. Manual on 
document reproduction and selection and its supplements. 
The report stresses some managerial principles for 
applying the available means for reproduction, especially 
the haloid, silver and diazo processes. 
FUSSLER (Herman H). Photographic reproduction of research 
materials. Lib. Trends. 2, 4; 1954; 532. 
This article gives a brief account of the earlier 
and known techniques such as photographic processes of 
reproduction, large negative contact print process which 
is now seldom used for textual reproduction because of its 
high cost, blue-print and diazo print processes using very 
inexpensive light sensitive papers. The best known of all 
photocopies are those which have, by common acceptance, 
come to be called photostats. The transmission and reflex 
contact processes have recently become much more 
attractive. The most widely known and generally applied is 
that of microfilming. There are two other widely known 
processes that are require discussion with the micro-
reproductive technique, namely microprint and microcard, 
which have certain characteristics in common. There are- a 
number of other processes or techniques that should be 
mentioned even though they are not in general use of the 
present time. An entirely different techniques of textual 
172, 
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reproduction has made its appearance in the past two years 
under the name of xerography. 
MASON (Wiliam T) . use of microphotography in 
cataloging technical documents. Am. Doc. 5; 1954; 162-65. 
The technique described here represents one of the 
results obtained from more than five years experimentation 
in the application of the microfilm camera to the 
indexing, reproduction and storage of technical 
information. The details of the photographic system which 
has been developed with the preceeding discussion or 
serving as background, the next portion of this paper is 
devoted to an explanation of the photographic process 
which has been developed and which is now in use. The 
step-by-step procedure by which this is accomplished. 
Since the columnar form of catalog card was already in use 
prior to the development of the "photographic overlay". 
This system, although somewhat unique, has two decided 
advantages. So much for the explanation of the system and 
its methods of application. 
MIRANDA (Antonio). Importance of reprographic 
techniques in information transfer. Archives. 3, 1; 1983, 
June; 28-30. 
174, 
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A descripture analysis of the 4 chief reprographic 
techniques (micro-copy, photocopy, multiple reproduction, 
and image creation) in relation to their uses in 
information transfer. By facilitating dissemination of 
documents, these techniques have encouraged libraries to 
develop more dynamic services, such as selective 
dissemination of information, inter-library loan, and 
current awareness. These alternative documents however, 
create problems in bibliographic control, cataloging, 
storage and retrieval. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Productivity in a reprographic unit. Am. 
LS. 12, 1; 1965, Mar.; 5-15. 
Examines the various factors involved in the 
planning, organisation, and running of a reprographic 
unit. Describes the different types of photocopying 
techniques - facsimile copying, diazo systems, 
electrographic systems, silver halids methods, 
enlargements from microfilm, reflex copying stabilisation 
processing, transfer processing, thermography, micro-
copying etc. and analysis the cost factor for each 
process. Factors of effort and time required to produce a 
copy are also considered for each process. Sets out 
procedures for quality control in the production of copies 
with special reference to sharpness of image, legibility. 
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contrast, fidelity original, avoidance of photochemical or 
physical blemishes, image permanency, and durability. 
175. 
PUROHIT (PR). Reprographic Techniques : the Dilemma of 
Modern Librarianship. J of RLA. 3, 1-2; 1976; 23. 
These reprographic techniques from a vital unit in 
the process of communication, requiring expert knowledge 
and skills in application. Electrophotography or 
xerography has overtaken to most extent, the photocopying 
and xerographic machines now dominate the copying arena. 
Micro-photography has attempted to provide ease to the 
storage problem of the libraries. The author is inclined 
to put a stress on the word 'attempted' rather than to 
affirm the 'ease' provided by the various reprographic 
techniques to the libraries. This paper is divided into 
two parts: First part aims to put forth summarily the 
various reprographic processes while the later will 
discuss as to how these techniques have become a dilemma 
for the modern librarianship. 
176. 
SAXENA (TP). Reprography for libraries. Indian Librarian. 
18-19, 4; 1964; 223-26. 
Reprographic is a comparatively new term in 
library science. It signifies all the various activities 
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and techniques associated with the facsimile reproduction 
of documents, microfilm, microprint, photostat, reflex 
copy, xerography, thermofax; diazo, offset and all other 
bewildering varieties of processes used for making, copies 
of documents constitute 'Reprography' . An understanding of 
reprographic technique the possibilities and limitations 
of a bewildering varieties of equipments and techniques, 
and their application to library work is very important 
for the proper planning and operation of a reprographic 
service. 
SWORA (Tamara) and FISHER (Audrey). Technical services in 
1984 and 1985 : Micrographics, optical disk technology, 
and fair use. J. Micrographics. 30, 3; 1986, Sept.; 
183-217. 
In depth review of the literature, published 
during 1984 and 1985, on 3 topics. Micrographics; 
microforms in libraries; micropublishing and preservation 
microfilming; standard, and equipment; Optical disc 
technologies : optical digital discs; analogue videodisc 
and CD-ROM applications; optical disc standards; 
electronic publishing. Fair use copyright law inter-
pretations in the USA and other countries photocopying and 
new technologies. 
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178. , , , . 
WHITE (Howard S). Library technology in the 70's around 
up. Wilson Lib, bull. 47, 9; 1975, May; 748-52. 
It reflects a general revision of library 
technology, including descriptions of several specific 
products. Areas covered in the field of micrographics, 
microform, microfiches, and kalvas vascular film. 
179. , , , , DEVELOPMENT. 
LREVILL (DH). Recent developments in reprography. Library 
World. 71; 1970; 295. 
There is a danger in reviewing developments in the 
reprographic field that one will merely degenerate into 
giving a catalogue of the recent hardware. Clapp pointed 
out that air conditioning, offset lithography and the 
xerox 914 have had a greater impact on libraries than all 
the research yet done in librarianship. Now one can list 
anything over 10 separate processes viz.: the photostat; 
stabilisation; diazo or dyeline; diffusion transfer, or 
chemical transfer; soft gelatine mechanical transfer 
process; thermographic copying. The National lending 
library for science and tlechnology uses diazo for the 
reproduction of microfiche. They have recently installed a 
"Techifax" machine able to produce single fiche or to roll 
fiche by diazo. Offset lithography has probably gained 
ground rather than lost it despite the competition from 
the "duplicating" photocopiers. 
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180. , , , ELECTROSTATIC COPYING-DEVELOPMENT. 
PARASHAR (DC). Development and production of electrostatic 
photocopying machines in India. Lib. Sci. 17, 4; 1980, 
Dec; 93-96. 
Presents the developmental activities in the 
innovation of electrostatic copying processes and machines 
in India. Suggests lines of development for future 
programmes in India on electrophotography. Electrophoto-
graphic processes constitute a class significantly 
different in principles from other processes, may it be 
based on silver salts, iron salts, diazo salts or any 
other and has had considerable impact on the copying 
field. They include the following : Transfer, 
electrostatic electrophotographic process; Direct 
electrostatic, electrophotographic process; and 
electrolytic process. 
181. , , , EQUIPMENT, SYSTEM. 
PETRIWSKY (Eugene) and HEWITT (Joe). Producing cardcopy 
from Book catalogs with the xerox Model 4 canera. LRTS. 
13, 3; 1969; 361. 
Inspite of progress in catalogue card reproduction 
techniques, a completely satisfactory system still does 
not exist. There is little doubt that the use of LC card 
or proof sheet masters with either xerox or offset 
equipment produces the best results in large scale 
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operations. However, before either system can be used to 
best advantages, a means other than manual typing is 
required for providing an enlarged, reproducible master 
copy from the Library of Congress Catalog of Printed Cards 
and the National Union Catalog. The equipment necessary 
for producing master copy by this system is the Model 4 
camera, D type processor, and Heat Fuser. Copy is 
reproduced on standard library card stock. To establish a 
comparison with the Model 4, the Polaroid CU-5 was tested 
in the University of Colarado Libraries. 
182. , , , HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT. 
PRASHER (RG). Reprography in India : A literature survey. 
LH. 13. 2; 1971, July; 90-113. 
Reprography "signifies all the various activities 
and techniques associated with the facsimile reproduction 
of documents" microfilm, microprint, photostat, reflex 
copy, xerography, thermofax, diazo, offset and all other 
bewildering varieties of processes used for making copies 
of documents constitutes reprography. Discusses the 
historical development. Reprography in India; Reprographic 
services; Reprographic techniques; Microforms; Equipment; 
and Reprographic section organization. 
183. , , , NEW EQUIPMENT. 
COX (Dannis). Progress in documentation; Their contribution 
of microphotography and reprints to the development of 
libraries. J. of Doc. 43, 4; 1987, Dec; 334-349. 
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The benefits that photographic and allied printing 
methods, particularly photolithography and 
microphotography have brought to libraries during the past 
half century are examined. This history of the application 
of these techniques is outlined. Their rapid growth 
coincide with the unprecedent increase in university 
foundations and student numbers and with the great 
expansion of research. Librarians have been the main 
customers for reprints and virtually the only customers 
from micropublications yet they have had very little 
influence over the suppliers. Despite early predictions 
microphotography has not radically altered the nature of 
libraries and has not generally been used to save space. 
It is passing through a transitional phase because of the 
development of computers and other new equipments. 
184. , , , PHOTO-REPRODUCTION. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Technique of photo-reproduction. J. of 
Doc. 14, 4; 1963; 439-452. 
Deals with the details involved in each stage of 
the techniques of photo-reproduction. Photo-reproduction 
work has been broadly divided into five stages : 
preparation of the original, exposing, processing, 
finishing and despatch. The 'processing' has further 
sub-stages : developing, rinsing, stabilising, washing, 
peeling and drying. And main stage 'finishing' includes 
sorting, collating, collecting, checking, cutting, 
trimming, sleeving and stapling. The 'despatch' has been 
further subdivided into coupling, rleturn of the original 
and the transmission of the copy. Various routines 
connected with these stages and sub-stages have been 
discussed methodically. 
185. , . , UNITS. 
BOSE (H). Reprography in documentation. Indian librarian. 
14, 1; 1972; 29-37. 
Reprography is not a technique of documentation, 
but a process of making one or multiple copies. It is very 
useful in the sense that a researcher can have at least 
the copy of the original which is not available in the 
library. Brings out that a reprographic unit has almost 
become essential for every documentation centre. Briefly 
explains such techniques as silver halide, diazo, 
thermography, electrography, offset lithography, relief, 
intaglic as they are used in reprography. 
186. , , , XEROGRAPHIC. 
CLARK (HE) and MOTT (GR). Xerographic method for display 
or storage of transmitted information. American Doc. 13, 
1; 1962, Jan.l 118. 
A new method of xerographic quick readout will be 
described for use in communication and computer systems. 
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Any transient image formed once optically on a Eathodray 
tube is imaged electrostatically on a selenium xerographic 
photosensitive plate, developed with electrostatic power 
in one or a few seconds and is then available for 
immediate bright display directly from the selenium 
surface by spectral reflection or for temporary or 
semi-permanent storage when the image is no longer needed, 
it can be removed to make the slide-size plate available 
for reuse a very large number of times. This storage 
system allows computer communication lines to be released 
instantly without need for electronic storage. The 
technique is called PROXI (Projection by reflection off 
xerographic images). A typical application would be to 
provide access in a remote reading room to centralized 
library in which the two are connected by a law-band 
width, in expensive channel for facsimile transmission. 
187. , , , THERMO-FAX DUPLICATOR. 
NERBOSO (SD). Thermo-Fax Duplicator. Spec, lib. 46; 
1955, Mar.; 121-122. 
The Thermo-fax Duplicator required only one minor 
adjustment. It has met our needs for easy fast, and in 
expensive duplication of newspaper clippings. The 
limitations as set forth above are for our purposes 
negligible, but other libraries will, of course, want to 
consider the Thermo-Fax and other machines in terms of 
their own requirements. 
147 
188. , , , TRAINING AND STANDARDIZATION. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Reprography in India - A status report. 
ALS. 14, 4; 1967, Dec; 195-205. 
Surveys the reprographic facilities available in 
India. The role of Insdoc and a few other organisations in 
providing such facilities for the benefit of science is 
highlighted. It is pointed out that in some cases lack of 
proper advice on the choice of equipment to suit the exact 
needs has resulted in inadequate use of even limited 
facilities. Recent progress in the indigenous production 
of equipment and materials is also taken stock of. Some 
suggestions are made regarding training of technicians in 
reprography and standardization of reprographic matters. 
189. , , , TREND. 
ALDE (John). Reproduction Vs. preservation,. Lib. J. 91, 
19; 1966; 5319. 
A reappraisal of the trend toward indiscriminate 
photoreproduction of rare books and manuscripts, in the 
light of a renewed concern for the preservation of origial 
materials. The saving in space which the microfilming at 
sulphite pulp newspapers makes possible givles further 
support to its use for them some limitation of microfilm. 
And at the present time we can neither count infallibly on 
the stability of the film itself or of the photographic 
image. Similar reservations may be expressed regarding 
4u 
many of the other processes for the copying of printed 
matter. But the increasing reliance upon electrophoto-
graphy, and more especially on the xerox process. 
190. , , , TYPES OF EQUIPMENT, SYSTEMS. 
Convenience microfiche duplicator. J. of Micrographics. 4, 
1; 1979, June; 74. 
The theme of this issue is convenience type 
microfiche duplicators. A tutorial article introduces 
basic duplicating technologies applications, and types of 
equipment. This is followed by 4 review articles which 
evaluate 9 duplicating systems and 12 pieces of 
duplicating equipment. There is also a review of xerox 
740, a microfiche reader/printer that produces 
enlargements on plain paper. 
191. , , , XEROGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT. 
HILL (EG). Minimum cost document reproduction in large 
lending libraries. J. of Doc. 15, 2; 1959, June; 93. 
During this century the library's need for low 
unit cost single copy reproduction has been growing more 
acute. Present lay demand are interlibrary lending 
systems. In the immediate future the most promissing 
solution, especially for the large lending libraries, 
seems to lie with the dry electrostatic processes. Two 
types of xerography equipment: (1) a manually operated 
1 43 
flat-bed machines; (2) a fully automatic machine. It is 
apparent that the standard copyflo machine is well suited 
to the needs of large leding libraries which have to make 
a large number of facsimile copies of original documents. 
It has already been pointed out that several electrostatic 
copying processes other than xerography exist. The 
copytron may well be regarded as a short of super-office 
copying machine. 
192. , , , , PROCESS. 
NAGARAJAN (KS). Xerography : Revolutionary process of 
document production.Indian Archs. 9; 1955; 16-24. 
In the xerographic process an electrostatically 
charged selenium coated zic plate replace the conventional 
photographic negative. The charge disappears where the 
plate is exposed to light. After exposing to the document 
through a camera of special type, a resinous powder is 
cascaded over the exposed plate which adheres only to the 
area which received to exposure to light. This image is 
transferred to an ordinary paper electrostatically and is 
fixed by heating. 
193. , , , XEROGRAPHY. 
GILBERT (UM). Xerography in the Patent Office. Unesco 
bull. 15, 2; 1960, Apr.; 61-65. 
1 =; l a J 
The patent office was making 27,000 sheets of 
photocopies a week before the introduction of copfflox. 
The copyflo has increased the production to 40.000 sheets 
a week and has, therefore, made the service faster. 
194. , , , , GENERAL APPLICATION. 
BOWMAN (Ben C) . Xerography, possible solution to the bad 
paper book problem. Coll. research lib. 19; 1958, May; 185. 
During the past year, selected a few of these 
books and made xerox editions of one for circulation 
copies. Made a xerox copy of the book and introduced it 
into circulation. This use of xerography has been applied 
to other books, books much less suited to economical 
reproduction. In terms of their intrinsic value, the cost 
of taking out of the bad-paper section, xeroxing, and 
binding them into a volume with the good paper section was 
not found excessive. By the time one has gone this for 
with xerox and the problem of bad paper, its numbers of 
questions about the process, its practicality, its 
economy, and its general application manifest themselves. 
195. , , , , INTRODUCTION. 
HOLMES (Donald C). Electrostatic photoreproduction at the 
U.S. Library of Congress. Unesco bull, for lib. 15, 1; 
1961, Jan.; 18-20. 
151 
Over a two-year period, the photoduplication 
service of the library of congress has successfully 
integrated into its production line the electrostatic 
photoreproduction process known as xerography. Prior to 
the introduction of this continuous xerography, economics 
aside the form of the product itself was often the 
deciding factor in the decision concerning the choice of 
facsimile prints or microfilm. The latter is clear, 
practical and cheap. Facsimile prints, on the other hand, 
are generally the same size as the original, and the 
illustration, although adequate for text, line drawings or 
graphs. A third type, conventional photography. 
196. , , , , METHOD AND EQUIPMENT. 
HAWKEN (William R) . Developments in Xerography: Copyflo, 
electrostatic prints, and 0-P books. College & Research 
lib. 20, 2; 1959, Mar.; 111. 
The purpose of this article is to describe this 
particular method of reproduction. Copyflo equipment has 
made possible the production of permanent enlarged prints 
from microfilms on a variety of standard papers stocks of 
costs which are substantially lower than previous methods. 
The process is well suited to the reproductions of text 
and line drawings but does not yield satisfactory copies 
of continuous tone illustrations. Other physical, 
technical and economic factors place further limits on its 
1 5. 
utility. The usefulness of the method in solving 
documentary reproduction problems can be determined only 
if its limitations as well as its capabilities are 
understood. 
197. , , , , METHODS AND TECHNIQUES. 
PARAS NATH. Xerographic reproduction of documents. J. of 
docu. Repro. 16, 5; 1971; 11. 
Explains the methods and techniques of xerography. 
Discusses its utility paticularly in the reproduction of 
catalogue cards. Gives details of various models in use at 
present. 
198. , , , , USE. 
HODGSON (JG). Use of xerography in libraries. Unesco 
bull, for lib. 10, 9; 1956, Sept.; 196-200. 
Xerography, which means dry printing is a process 
which reproduces printed or type written matter directly 
on ordinary paper in positive copy without the 
inconvenience of coated surfaces or emulsions. This factor 
which makes it such a potential for library use. But since 
it will make paper mats for offset presses, such as the 
multilith. When used with x-rays it is called xeroradio-
graphy. Immediate potential uses of the xerox in libraries 
are of two kinds : offset printing process, the 
reproduction of single copies of printed use in quantity 
15. 
reproduction of print, type writing, diagrams, and eve 
manuscripts. The use of xerography in reproduction on 
paper for the replacement of missing page of volumes, or 
for interlibrary loans. The use of xerography for the 
reproduction of catalogue cards. 
199. , , , XEROX COPYFLOW-NEW METHOD. 
VEANER (Allen B) . Xerox copyflo at Harvard University 
Library : A study of the costs and the problems. Lib. 
Trend. 6, 1; 1962; 13. 
Among the several new methods of reproduction 
xerox copyflo is of particular interest and attraction 
because of its speed and independence from water and 
chemicals. This article summarized the experience of a 
large research library attempting to supply its users with 
paper print of individual items required by scholars and 
the library. The copyflo electrostatic printer 
manufactured by xerox corporation is capable of 
reproducing from negative microfilm more than 50 pages per 
minute of an ordinary sized book. Now developed standard 
procedures of xerox copyflo. 
200. , , , VIEWS-UK LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 
A1 ternative for obtaining payment for multiple copying 
of Journals and books. The lib. Assoc, record. 86, 11; 
1984, Nov.; 455-457. 
1 ^/ 
J. o 'i 
Expresses the views of the U.K. Library 
Association on the proposals of the copyright licensing. 
Agency to reduce the abilities of libraries and other 
users to make photocopies of copyright material under its 
'fair dealing' clause. Puts forwards alternative proposals 
whereby publishers can be recompensed for the multiple 
copying of their materials in libraries and other 
institution. 
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